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Abstract
T h i s  I h A s i a  is d « v o i « d  t o  i h «  s t u d y  o f  t h *  a d a p t i v e  
boundary element method, a subject which has been explored 
intensively during the last few years. In this thesis, a 
systematic simulation for the adaptive r-method is presented 
for the Laplace's equation with constant, linear and 
quadratic elements and the equations of linear elasticity 
with linear and quadratic elements. The stability, 
singularity, advantages, disadvantages and limitations of 
the algorithm are explored. Based on the present 
discussions, a new adaptive h-r algorithm is developed. In 
this combined algorithm, the residual error used as an error 
indicator is minimized such that the mesh achieves 
asymptotic optimality. Simultaneously, the number of grid 
points is adaptively increased to meet a specified user 
tolerance. The algorithm is successfully used in solving 
Laplace's equation and Navier's equation of linear 
elasticity.
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Chapter One 
Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Adaptive Methods
Adaptive methods have become important tools in the 
numerical solution of ordinary and partial differential 
equations mainly due to the need for extensive analysis of 
computer output particularly when an initial solution is 
not satisfactory. It is very desirable to incorporate 
automatic C adaptive!) decision making algorithms into 
software such as finite element. finite difference and 
boundary element programs. Adaptive techniques have been 
used for a long time in the stepsize control of ordinary 
differential equations. The recent advances in Expert 
Systems and Artificial Intelligence have triggered 
considerable research in the area of adaptive algorithms £4. 
42.493. Four recent conferences on this topic reflect the 
major activities undertaken by mathematicians and engineers 
in this area £6,7,20,323.
In the context of the numerical solution of partial 
differential equations, an adaptive method is an automatic 
adjustment of certain parameters based on the approximate 
solution obtained. In general, this adjustment takes place 
only after an initial solution has been obtained in parts of
1
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the domain where the discretization is poor as identified by 
an a /posteriori error indicator and therefore, such methods 
are iterative in nature. Most of the work in this area is 
based on local methods. For this reason, our discussion is 
implicitly directed to such techniques. The term adjustment, 
which is fundamental in an adaptive method, has been applied 
in three different contexts as follows:
1. h-method Cmultigrid, local refinement and h-version);
2. p—method;
3. r—method Coptimal mesh and mesh redistribution^.
These concepts have been used in some commercial codes
[2,3,8,28,34,35,663. In the h-method. the number, of nodal 
points in the discretization is increased in the whole 
domain or only in the areas of large solution gradients. 
This procedure is perhaps the oldest technique for improving 
the quality of the numerical solution. In the p-method. the 
number of nodal points is kept fixed but the degree of the 
approximating polynomial is increased. The concept of p— 
method is still under intensive investigation. Finally, the 
r-method is the least explored subject in the numerical 
solution of partial differential equations among the three 
algorithms. In the r-method, the number of nodal points and 
the degree of the approximating polynomial are kept fixed 
but the positions of the nodes are altered. Naturally, there 
should be a large concentration of nodal points in regions 
of steep gradients.
The key concept in an adaptive strategy is the error 
indicator. The adjustment in the adaptive process is highly
2
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dependent upon the error indicator. In most investigations* 
the numerical discretization error in solving differential 
equations is used as an error indicator. Because of the 
rigorous theoretical foundations, most adaptive techniques 
have been successfully and primarily applied to finite 
element methods. Unfortunately* the boundary element methods 
CBEMD do not benefit from such rigour and* therefore, there 
is more heuristics involved. This is perhaps because of a 
fundamental difference between differential and integral 
equations. It is well known that elliptic differential 
operators are local in nature whereas the integral operators 
arising in regular elliptic boundary value problems do not 
possess this property. Recently* some theoretical analysis 
on the local character of the boundary integral equations 
was presented by Wendland and Yu £643* where the boundary 
integral equations were considered as a pseudo—differential 
operator acting on the boundary. The existence of residual 
estimates of the global error has also been demonstrated by 
Rank £403 for the Galerkln boundary element method. Thus, 
some of the results obtained for the adaptive finite element 
method have been transferred to the adaptive boundary 
element method. Until recently most of the research in 
adaptive -boundary elements has focused on the h—method* such 
as the results presented by Rencis and Mullen £43], Rencis 
£44], Wendland and Yu £643. Rank £41]. Guiggiani £23] and 
Gomez-Lera, Cerrolaza and Alarcon £213. Very few articles 
have dealt with the adaptive p—method £1*14*38.613 and I—  
method £13*29,573. In general* the latter is based on a
3
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stricter error expression. The error analysis known in the 
boundary element method is still not precise enough in spite 
of the theoretical results and error estimates for boundary 
integral equations presented by Wendland C62.633, Hisao C25] 
and Costabel and Stephen Cl63. There are numerous other 
r e f e r e n c e s  but d u e  t o  lack of s p a c e  o n l y  s o m e  a r e  l i s t e d  
here C21.27.31.32,33.45,46.47,48.51 .53.55,603 .
Recently, some combined adaptive algorithms have been 
explored. Theoretically, any combination of the h, p and r 
methods can produce an adaptive algorithm. The only combined 
algorithms known in the literature are the adaptive h-p 
method used in finite elements by Gui and Babuska C223 and 
boundary elements by Guo, von Petersdorff and Stephen C243 
and our adaptive h-r method to be presented in chapters 3 
and 4.
1.1.2 Optimal Mesh
At the early stages of the development of digital
computers. most algorithms for numerical solution of 
differential equations employed uniform meshes. As one of 
the early pioneers. Brown CQ3 used a non-uniform mesh in
solving a nonlinear two-point boundary value problem where
the truncation error on the non-uniform mesh was of higher 
order.
The concept of an optimal mesh was first used in the 
context of optimal approximation CIO,18,193. In general, the 
determination of optimal meshes can be formulated as a 
minimization of an objective function subject to certain
constraints. For one dimensional problems. this can be
4
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expressed as
rain RCu,x.} Cl.1.1}
subject, to : x < x  <   < x *  ueH
J O 1 N N
where RCu.x^} is an objective function denoting an error or 
a physical indicator. H is an N—dimensional space of the 
solutions of the problem and u is a solution with respect to 
the mesh Cx^}. When the necessary conditions for 
minimization are used, the optimal mesh is characterized by 
the system of nonlinear equations.
5 ^- * o  i = i . a , . . . , M ,  c i . l . a }
(7U.
= O J * 1,2 N. Cl.1.3}
i
where M is the number of nodal unknowns and N is the number 
of grid points. In general. Cl.1.1} is a nonlinear 
programming problem with constraints which cannot be solved 
analytically. Although the standard constrained nonlinear 
programming algorithms were proposed to solve the optimal 
mesh problem £11,52,633, numerical computation can be very 
expensive. In these references, RCu.x} is defined as the 
energy functional allowing both the nodal values and 
coordinates to enter as unknowns. A practical method is to 
try to uncouple equations Cl.1.2} and Cl.1.3} and then solve 
them iteratively.
1.1.3 Grading Function
The concept of the grading function was originally
S
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introduced by Babuska and Rheinboldt C53 and was defined as 
a transformation from the domain coordinate, x, to a new 
coordinate where the mesh is uniform, i . e. , £.
Let ■CsO' a. partition of Ca,b3. The grading function
£Cx3 defined on Ca,bl is characterized by
s ?Cx.) - -4r- i =0,1,2 N. Cl.1.40i t N
The function £CxD is schematically shown in figure 1.1. Note 
that by a careful choice of £C xD it is possible to have a 
high concentration of nodal points in the x—space of 
selected regions.
Fig. 1.1 Mapping from x to £ through the grading function
In most theoretical studies, the objective function
RCu,x.Z) in section 1.1.2 is assumed to be an error indicator
in the numerical solution of the differential equation. R
can therefore be expressed as a function of the solution
uC xD and h., where lv is the element length, i.e. , h.«x. —i i v i ♦ i
x^ . The optimization problem Cl.1.13 can therefore be
O
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expressed in terms of the grading function £Cx3 as follows.
min RCu.?3 Cl.1.53
Z
ueH
N
The above problem is one of calculus of variations and. in 
some cases. closed form solutions can be obtained. The 
algorithms derived in this thesis will follow such a concept.
1.2 Carey and D±nh*s Method
In 1685. Carey and Dinh ti23 presented an analysis of 
optimal mesh and optimal grading function in various norms 
and seminorms for a piecewise polynomial of Interpolation 
problem. This analysis was also applied to solve two—point 
boundary value problems by the finite difference and finite 
element methods. The key points of their work are presented 
in this section.
Although one is mainly interested in optimal mesh 
distribution schemes for the approximate solution of 
differential equations. Carey and Dinh began by constructing 
an optimal mesh for an interpolation problem as described 
below.
Let WCxD be a function defined on [a.b]. For the given 
grid <x.> on Ca,b3, let WCxD be a piecewise polynomial of 
degree k which Interpolates WC xD at the grid points. The 
global error in the H”*—semi norm is defined as
a
Cl.2.13
7
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where EC x3 = WC x3 —WC x3 is the gl oba.1 error of the
c rn > d m Einterpolation problem. E s ---  .
, HIdx
Carey and Dinh developed an adaptive algorithm for the 
selection of optimal £Cx3 in the interpolation problem. The 
mesh on which the global error of the interpolation problem 
is minimizediin the Hm-seminorm is obtained as the solution 
of Cl.1.53* i.e. find a grading function such that an upper 
bound of flEl2 is minimized with respect to the variations of
H H Tit
the mesh coordinates. Their derivation is presented below.
Expanding the error EC x3 and its derivatives on the 
subinterval tx ,x 3 in a Fourier sine series.
It *4 i
qo nnC x—x. 3
ECxD - r a sin  r-— —  , Cl. 2. 23
n h.r>= l v
then
oo _ ^ m nnCx-x. 3, . N m /2 _  fnn I . i-iC-13 [fJ-J  [r--
r>= 1 i y i
e ‘"\Jx 3
m even
co - _ m.  4 .  _  fnrr 1
n= 1 v
nnC x-x, 3i -l . .cos-----    m odd
Cl. 2. 33
We then have Parseval’s identity for the H™—semi nor ms of the 
error
J sc. n. oo - .2 m
1 CE<Tn>32dx - £  a2 Cl.2.43
X, n»l n i J
i - 1
and similarly for k>m.
e
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Multiplying both sides of equation Cl.2.55 by
gi VA9
, , 21 k — m >. h, .2(xti-«i> ,x, . n . n 00 , .2n
h r - ]  f :  - - t -v - /  x . n=i v tt-l
Cl. 2. 65
Comparing equations Cl.2.45 and Cl.2.65 term-by-term leads 
to the inequality
r , h. .. 2<k+l-m> jt.1 CE<m>J2dx < J 1 IE 4>J*dx.~L-1 *1-1
Cl. 2. 75
Since WCx5 is assumed to be a piecewise polynomial of degree 
k , we have
„ < k -*■ l > . . M (k+1>. .E Cx5 =* W Cx5 .
Hence* the inequality Cl.2.75 reduces to
h. - 2ck-*-i-n»>£ , n . .i\c.+1 mi oc1 CE<w>32dx < J CW* Cx532dx .
Cl. 2. 85
The global error of the interpolation in HTn—semi norm i: 
gi ven by
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oo - h. ^ 2fJc+l-m> j( .
flEC 5 E hr-) J 1 cw +1>c^ l2d^n=i ^ J J x .x -1
i  . e.
00 - h_2(k-t-l-rr>>W ^ — fit #
m  * < E  |-~] EWCx DJ2Cl-*OCh0 3  Cl. 2.93
"* n= 1 ** n  ■* V
where x. Is an Intermediate point of subinterval £x. ,x. 3.x i-i i
By the definition of grading function,
j 1 £ * CxD dx « - i — . Cl.2.103
x . i -1
Furthermore
J ? f'CxDdx « h f'Cx. DCl+OCh. 33 . Cl.2.113i v xX . l-l
From Cl. 2.105 and Cl. 2.113, h. can be obtained,v
h. - --------   Cl-*-0ChO3 . Cl.2.123
v Nf'Cx.3 1t
Substituting Cl.2.123 Into Cl.2.93 gives
4 r,.t<ktl>4i— . , J1 CD £ W Cx 3]
m 2 < ---------------  r   . Cl. 2.13}m  ^ . „ 2(kti-m) “  - ,2 ( ktl-m)CnN3 n= l E?'Cx,33i
The sum in expression Cl. 2.133 can be interpreted as the 
Riemann sum. Therefore
1 rb CW'k^CxDD2
IE I2 < ----------  I ----------    dxCl+OCh33
" #TB CnN32 ',’1_Tn> Ja £f#CxD32
Cl. 2.14,3
lO
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wher e h = max h..i
Now, let the right hand term in Cl. 2.143 be the 
objective function R in Cl. 1.53, i.e. we consider an 
optimization problem as following
CW<k*1>Cx3 3*min     f     dx Cl.2.153£ CnND a C*r*Cx3 3
where W <k*A>Cx3 is assumed to be known. Then Cl. 2.153 is a 
typical problem in calculus of variations with respect 
to the grading function £Cx3.
The grading function £Cx3 satisfies the Euler—Lagrange 
equation
[W<kt4)CsO]2
dx |y*Cx3
O . Cl. 2.163
Equation Cl. 2.163 can be solved for ^*CsO, i.e.
£Cx3 - constant f C W* * *1 *Cx3 3 axc 2 * k*4~m> *1 Jdx. Cl. 2.173
•* a
Finally. because of the boundary condition i £Cb3«l, the 
constant in Cl.2.173 can be determined leading to
f  CW*
^ cl______
J** cw'
* r\
♦1>- . , 2Xt2(k+l-m>+*J .Cx3 3 dx
?Cx3 = — 2-------------------------  . Cl. 2.183
(ki-l>- . . 2/C2(k-*-l-m>+ll .Cx3 3 dx
By the definition of the grading function, for a given
11
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number or grid points. the optimal mesh can be
determined by solving the following system of equations
AV + *■»
r
(k-t-l> -  ^, 2/I2(k+-l— .C x3 3 dx .
a - , i =1 . 2, . . . N.N
C W CxD 3 2^2(ktt-tn>+Uj^
Cl. 2.1Q3
As an example, if piecewise linear Interpolation is 
used Ck=i3, the grading function in the L2-norm Cm=03 is
C CW#
J r%
Cx3 32y'3dx
{Cx3 = --=---------------  . Cl. 2. 203
j C W" 
J #%-
C x3 3 2/Sdx
In Carey and Dinh*s paper, it was proved that the error 
measure in Cl.2.133 is equivalent to the energy functional 
in finite elements for a two—point boundary value problem.
1.3 The outline of this thesis
Carey and Dinh*s optimal mesh algorithm has been 
applied for solving partial differential equations in £133 
where the global error of interpolation is used as an error 
Indicator and an example from potential theory is 
considered. Theoretically, it can be proven that the global 
error of interpolation is equivalent to the global error of 
the numerical solution only in special cases. In chapter 
two. a systematic simulation of the algorithm in potential 
problems is presented. Several examples from fluid dynamics 
and classical mechanics with and without singularities are
1 2
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considered where constant,, linear and quadratic boundary 
elements are employed. Carey and Dinh’s method is also 
extended to solving the linear elasticity equations. 
Similarly, a systematic simulation of the linear elasticity 
problems with and without singularities is presented. In 
a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  a l g o r i t h m  i n  t h i s  c h a p t e r  is b a s e d  o n  t h e  
minimization of the asymptotic global error of interpolation 
rather than the upper bound of the global error as used in 
Carey and Dinh*s work.
In chapter three, a combined adaptive h—r algorithm is 
developed. This idea is based on the minimization of a 
truncation error which results in finding an asymptotic 
optimal mesh and the optimal number of grid points. Finally, 
numerical examples with and without singularities for 
potential problems are presented where the adaptive h—r 
algorithm and linear boundary elements are used.
In chapter four, we extend the adaptive h—r algorithm 
to the linear elasticity equations. Due to a fundamental 
difference in the nature of the singularity in the potential 
and linear elasticity equations, an iteration process has to 
be used to find the optimal grading function in the latter 
case.
The • numerical results in chapters three and four 
indicate that the combined adaptive h—r boundary element 
method seems to be more effective in improving the solution 
quality than the h— or r-methods individually.
In chapter five, some results on the stability of the 
optimal mesh algorithm are discussed. First, it will be
13
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proven that the optimal mesh distribution is continuously 
dependent on the distribution function and the optimal error 
indicator. Secondly, we extend the analysis into a class of 
singular problems which arise in fluid dynamics and linear 
elasticity. It is obvious that the optimal mesh 
corrAsponding to the singular distribution function cannot 
satisfy the condition of the quasi—uniform mesh presented by 
Pereyra and Sewell [37] where the discussion was restricted 
to smooth problems. Hence, the concept of the k-regular mesh 
will be introduced. We also prove that the optimal mesh 
corresponding to some singular problems is k—regular on 
which the error indicator has an optimal order. Similar 
results on stability are also presented. If the distribution 
function has roots in its domain, it results in an 
unreasonable mesh C too sparse near the roots). For such 
cases, a modified distribution function is presented. The 
optimal mesh corresponding to the modified distribution 
function is still asymptotically optimal and the error 
indicator has an asymptotic minimum value.
Chapter six contains some conclusions, suggestions and 
possible extensions of the basic ideas in this thesis.
14
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Chapter Two 
The Optimal Mesh Algorithm Cr—method)
2.1 Introduction
The optimal mesh algorithm was originally applied in 
the context of approximation theory. Only recently it has 
been extended to the finite element solution of differential 
equations. Generally, all optimal mesh algorithms are based 
on the concept of equidistributing a certain error 
indicator, i.e. the error indicator is uniformly distributed 
on each element under some norm. As will become clear, the 
optimal mesh algorithm for finite element and finite 
difference methods is applied primarily to one dimensional 
problems. Two-dimensional extensions, if possible, are not 
straightforward.
Due to the nature of the boundary element method, which 
reduces a two-dimensional boundary value problem into an 
integral equation along the one-dimensional boundary, it is 
possible to employ the optimal mesh algorithm for the 
computational purposes. By the maximum principle, the 
minimization on the boundary will result in the minimization 
in the whole domain £273. Carey and Kennon £133 were the 
first to extend some of the results from the one—dimenslonal 
interpolation theory to the two-dimensional boundary element
IS
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solution of Laplace’s equation. Carey and Kennon's' approach 
is based on the grading function described in chapter one 
and the error analysis of an upper bound for the global 
error of interpolation where the function values are 
implicitly given by the boundary integral equations.
In this chapter, a stricter error analysis of the one- 
dimensional interpolation problem is presented. An 
asymptotic global error t estimate is given which is 
equivalent to the upper bound of the global error derived by 
Carey and Kennon. This asymptotic global error will be used 
as an error indicator in the optimal mesh algorithm. Next, 
a systematic simulation of the optimal mesh algorithm is 
presented in the case of Laplace's equation, where the 
constant, linear and quadratic direct boundary element 
formulations are used. Finally, we extend the algorithm to 
Navier's equations for linear elasticity.
2,2 Error Indicator
Carey and Dinh's adaptive optimal mesh algorithm is 
based on the minimization of an error indicator which is an 
upper bound on the global error of Interpolation. In this 
section, we prove that their minimization is equivalent to 
minimizing the asymptotic global error of interpolation.
Let WCxD be a function defined on Ca.b]. For a given 
partition
ri: x < x < . . . < xo i n
ie
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on Ca,b3. let W C x O  be a piecewise interpolation polynomialrl
of WCx5. Let <x|> J=0,i,.. . ,k, be nodal points in the
subinterval [ x. ,x,] withi-l i
C k . A  4x. = x. , x. = x., i =0,1,. . . , n.L l-l t 1
Then in E x^ ^, x^ 3 . W^Cxl> is a polynomial of degree k which 
interpolates WCx5 in <x£>, J=0,l,...,k. The global error of
the interpolation is defined as
EC x5 = WCx5 - W C x5n
By standard results from interpolation theory, ECx5 can be 
expressed as
k
ECxD = WExf .x1,. . . ,x. ,x3 I I Cx — x:5i t  i . 1 * ij=o
xeEx. »x. 3 C2. 2.15
i-l i
o  l kwhere WEx.    x. ,x3 denotes the Newton divided
t i t
difference of WCx5 in <x?>.t
Lemma 2. 1 Csee reference E303 pp. 2525 Let <y^>eEa,b3 and 
fCy5 have a continuous nth derivative in Ea,b3. Then if the 
points y o »y±»''' • y„ are distinct.
ftyo>yi yr? - Jdt« / ‘dV--J
f<n>Ct Ey -y 3+ ... +t Ey -y 3+y 5dt C2.2.25 n r» n -1 1 1 o o  n
Lemma 2.2 If fCy5 has continuous derivatives of order m+k+1 
in Ea,b3 and <yt>«Ea,b3 and for is^ J* then there exists
17
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7)«Cmin<y >, max-Cy.^3 such that,
m  , .(wtktl>
rtya *yt yk*y3 = Cm+k+lD! . m+k+± fC>)3dy dy
C2. 2. 33
Proof: B y  Lomnui 2 . 1 •
fty0 ,y» yk *y3 * Xdt, X *dV  • X k~‘dtk X ko o o o
f<lM,4>CtCy-y J + ... +t t y - y  3+yo3 dt C2. 2. 43
Differentiating both sides of C2.2.43, we obtain
, mdy
ftyo,y, yvy: = X dt, X ‘dV  - X "‘dtk X
l”flk**>Ct[y-y ]* ... +tjIyi-yo 3+y(>idt C2.2. S3
By the mean value theorem, C2.2.S3 can be expressed as
its rtyo>y» yk-yJ * f<w”>Cr>;,Xdt1 X ‘dli •••dy o o
t. t
... J dt J t”dt C2.2.03
o o
where Y)eCmin<yi> , masc<yi>3. Then
,m . . C mtkti)
a «   ha • a ^
— ™ ftyo-y.......yk-yl ■ dn,-kTij.- . „,k..dy dy
We now consider an asymptotic error analysis. Similar
18
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to Carey and Dinh’s analysis in section 1.2, we use the H 
-seminorm defined in C a ,b] as follows:
.b - ~ 2
ie,» ■ L  [e‘"'cx3) dx •
Theorem 2.1 With the above notation, if WCxDeCTO+Wlta,bl , 
and function TCx5=CW<k^*>CsO]a is strictly positive 
CTCx3>a>CD. the global error Cwith the Hm-seminorm, m<kD can 
be expressed as
2 rb EW<k*4>CxD3a|E j = C [ • - • dx + oC*0 C2. 2.7D■ "m I ,«. 2(k +1 -m>•'a Cz D
where C is a constant. ?CxD is the grading function defined 
in chapter one and oC*0 denotes an infinitesimal quantity of 
the term ahead of it as N— >oo.
Proof: Csee Appendix I, 7. ID.
By Theorem 2.1. the optimal mesh can be constructed by 
minimizing the asymptotic global error rather than its upper 
bound used in Carey and Dinh’s algorithm. Because of the 
similarity of C2.2.7D and Cl. 2.15D, it is obvious that the 
optimal mesh with respect to the asymptotic global error
analysis is the same as that in Carey and Dinh's algorithm.
Clearly. Theorem 2.1 is true under some other norms and 
semi nor ms such as L^-norm and a weaker continuity condition.
Similar to the minimization described in chapter one.
the optimal mesh can be considered as the following
optimization problem.
19
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Then the optimal mesh can be determined by
kCi-13+J
nk ~
[ 1
a.__________________________________
I JW C xDI dx
J
i s liSv*<<«ni J " l«2f.a*tk C2. 2. 2D
and on the optimal mesh, the error indicator has its minimum 
value as f ol1ows
Eq  - C J |W<W4>CxD |2Xq dx C2. 2. 9D
•* Q
where q=2Ck+1—mD+1.
2.3. Adaptive Optimal Mesh Algorithm
Equation C2.2.8D in section 2.2 defines an asymptotic 
optimal mesh. In the adaptive optimal mesh algorithm, the
function TCxD - |W<k+1>CxD | i n v o l v i n g  the
unknown solution must be replaced by its approximation TCxD 
constructed by the discrete boundary element solution <w^>. 
In this thesis, we only consider the cases of m=0 and k«0,l, 
2 and employ k+1 nodal values for k*0,2 and k+2 nodal 
values for k =1 from the adjacent elements, i.e.
20
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W<k+4>Cs^ as
WCs .»s . 3 k=0
J J+i
WCs. , s.,s. 3 + WCs,,s. ,s. 3 k=lj -1 j J+l j j+l J+2
WC s . . s ., s . . s . 3 k =2
J-l j j+i Jf2
in Cs.,s. 3. At, the points which are fixed due to 
J J* *
geometrical constraints. the algorithm uses one sided 
divided difference for the calculation of W tk<-1>Cs3. 
Therefore, the optimal mesh is determined by the following 
system of equations
N
TCxDdx
’ a.f
X.
TCx3dx
—  C2. 3. IDj;
where we still use notation <x^> . i «=0,1,. . . , N, replacing 
<x^>. i=0,l,...,n, J=0.1,...,k, and N=nk. Hence, the optimal 
mesh algorithm is an iterative procedure. After the 
numerical solution on an initial mesh is obtained with the 
boundary element method, the new mesh can be determined by 
solving C2.3.15. Then. solving the boundary element 
equations again on the new mesh gives a further numerical 
solution which, in principle, is of higher accuracy. The 
general formulation for the boundary integral equation and 
boundary element method are presented in Appendix 7.2.
In general. the system of equations is nonlinear and 
therefore, a numerical method such as Newton Iteration or 
secant method can be used to solve them iteratively.
21
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However, when the distribution function TCxD is a piecewise 
constant polynomial, a direct algorithm for solving
equation C2. 3. has been presented by De Boor C173 and
Carey and Dinh Cl23, where iteration is not necessary. For
the case of piecewise linear polynomial, a direct algorithm 
is shown below.
Let -Cx^ > be a mesh on the boundary and the
asymptotic optimal mesh determined by C2.3.ID. TC xD is a 
piecewise linear function defined on Ca,b] and it is 
expressed as
TCxD « b. + a,Cx-x.) xet x. , x, 3 . C2. 3. 22)l i t  v i ♦ i
Substituting C2. 3.2D into C2.3.ID gives
i_
N
C b +a C x—x D 3 dx +p+i p-t-i p . J, I b + ^ C X - X ^ l d X1=1 l-lP
A
i . e
»
leading to
= O C2. 3. 3D
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and p is chosen to satisfy
PE*Cg a thj+b h 1 > A > £  tg a hj+b h ] C2. 3. 42>
l=i 1=1
Solving equation C2. 3. 3D, we obtain
-b + + 2a c
x  _ x  B p»l Y __p+i_____p*i p
i p  ap+i
which is a real root where
V  A h - 1=1
Thus, the asymptotic optimal mesh can be obtained by the 
following formula
-b + / b 2 + a c
x. =x + -^ ------ £!£_£_, i-i. a .....M. C2. 3. S3
v p % + i
In this thesis, we only employ the piecewise constant 
approximation to TC xD. Now. the strategy of the optimal mesh 
algorithm is summarized as follows:
STEP 1: Decide on the important part of the boundary where
the solution has to be accurately determined;
STEP 2: Decide on the choice of WCxD;
STEP 3: Construct an initial mesh on the boundary;
23
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STEP 4: Solve the original problem using the boundary
element method;
STEP S: On the part of* the boundary in STEP 1* construct a
piecewise constant distribution function and then 
solve the equation C 2.3.ID using the algorithm in 
C13,32] . In the casa of pi.acawiso linear funeiion, 
equation C2. 3. ID can be solved by the algorithm 
presented in C2. 3. 3D through C2. 3. BD ;
STEP 6: Check the stopping criterion. If the user tolerance
is met, stop. Otherwise, return to'STEP 4.
There are two choices for the stopping criterion which 
can be used in STEP 6 as follows:
1. Use the difference of the meshes between two successive 
iterations, i.e.
which was recommended by Carey and Dinh C123.
2. Use the difference of the minimum error indicator 
between two successive iterations
where Eq  is the minimum error indicator presented in
C2. 2. 9D.
In the last chapter, we will prove that the two
stopping criteria are asymptotic equivalent. A stopping
criterion based on the physics of the problem has been
N
C2. 3. 7D
£ - IE Cx.D - E Cx. D I
1 O  i O  i •
C2. 3. 8D
24
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presented in C613.
It is important to note that, in this chapter, we do 
not specify a stopping criterion as described in Step 6. All 
examples use a total of three iterations and the two 
quantities in C2. 3. 73 and C2. 3. 83 are evaluated.
2*4 Potential
In this section, the optimal mesh algorithm is tested 
against two benchmark problems with the constant, linear and 
quadratic direct boundary element formulation. Both problems 
involve the solution of Laplace's equation with 
singularities on the boundary.
Since there is only one unknown at each node for the 
potential problem, the natural choice for WCs3 is this 
unknown variable. For constant elements, the optimal mesh 
can be determined by solving
i=l ,2,. . . ,N. where m is dependent on the norm to be used. 
For the linear and quadratic elements the mesh is described 
by the following two equations respectively.
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2/(9-2m)
a
C constant el ement3
23
J "  | W"C xD j z/(5T2m>dx
 ---------------------  C1 i near el ementD
I |W"CxD j dx
a
x .
J ‘ |V'Cx5|J''<7'I”,>dx
— —^---------------------  Cquadratic element)
J |W' • *Cx3 j2/(7-2w>dx
^  a.
i*l»2,...N. In this chapter, only m=0 corresponding to the 
L^—norm is employed.
Example 2. 1 Consider Laplace's equation in a rectangular
region or dimensions 2 x 1. subject to the boundary
conditions described in figure 2.1 Cthe well-known Motz I
problem!), where p=^r. The solution has a square root fluxon
singularity at point O. In general, the adaptive optimal 
mesh algorithm deals with the entire boundary but it can 
equally be applied to portions of the boundary which require 
more attention. In the present problem, the algorithm is 
applied to the segment AB.
In order to test the adaptive) algorithm, the initial 
mesh consisted of 48 nodes and uniform spacing for constant, 
linear and quadratic elements as shown in figure 2.2. After 
three iterations, all three meshes CCBEM a constant element, 
LBEM a linear element, QBEM a quadratic element, where 
linear and quadratic elements are conforming) resulted in a
20
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higher concentration of grid points near point O as 
indicated in figures 2.3 through 2. S. The final mesh 
corresponding to the quadratic elements has a higher 
concentration of nodes near the point O. as compared to the 
constant and linear elements.
C-i.iD p=0 Cl.15
72u * O p-iOOO
‘ y
A O B X
»OZ> u=500 Ona Cl .03
Figure 2.1 Motz I
Tables 2.1 through 2. 3 contain the quanti tati ve
information on the performance of the algorithm for all 
three types of boundary elements. In these tables, column 2
is a measure of the relative percentage error of the
approximate solution on the segment OB Cmeasured in the L
2
nornO, columrl 3 is the minimum error indicator described by 
C2.2.Q3 and column 4 presents the difference of the meshes 
in two successive iterations. LR results were obtained by
using linear elements with 204 grid points and a local
refinement technique, and therefore are sufficiently
27
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accurate to represent the exact solution for comparative 
purposes. The variable u^ represents the numerical solution 
of the potential problem. Since the approximation to the 
second and third derivatives is not as accurate as that to 
the first derivatives near the singular point O, the 
convergence of algorithm with constant element is fastest as 
shown in column 4 of tables 2.1—2.3.
The numerical solutions on OB are shown respectively in 
figures 2.6. 2.7 and 2.8.
TABLE 2.1 Motz I with constant element
o. of iteration
juh-u1 L> E COBD o E |x -x | oal“h |o
O initial O. 823 Y. 0.331 E OO 0.363 E OO
1 O. 604 V. 0.663 E-Ol 0.272 E-Ol
2 O. 511 y. 0.261 E-Ol 0.230 E—02
3 O. 498 0.201 E-Ol O. 312 E—03
28
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TABLE 2.3 Motz I with linear element
o.of iteration
m h LXJu -u
rtfs'* E C OB3 o E 1^.OB -*illu h #o
O initial O. 622 y O. 156 E OO O.131 E Ol
1 O. 401 y O. 412 E-Ol O. 281 E OO
2 O. 342 y O.202 E-Ol O. 742 E-Ol
3 O. 298 y O.152 E-Ol 0.112 E-Ol
TABLE 2.3 Motz I with quadratic element
o. of iteration
. h L*Ju -u »o r\tv* E COBD o EOB "X ilI'S'lo
O initial O. 488 y O.939 E-Ol 0.114 E OO
1 O. 271 y O. 315 E-Ol 0.190 E OO
2 O. 176 y 0.178 E-Ol O. 645 E-Ol
3 O. 136 y O.121 E-Ol 0.128 E-Ol
29
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■4-----1-----1-----1---—4-----•-----1-----1-----I-----1-----1----1-----<-----1-----»■
Figure 2.2 In it ia l Mesh
B
Figure 2.3 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for Motz I (CBGM)
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H 1------1------1------ 1----- h H 1 h H 1------ 1------h
Figure 2.4 The  Mesh in Ite ra tio n  3 for M o tz  I  (L B E M )
B
Figure 2.5 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for Motz I (QBEM)
B
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Figure 2.6 T h e  P otentia l on O B  for M o tz  I  (C B E M )
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Figure 2.7 The Potential on OB for M otz I (L B E M )
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Example 2. 2 The next boundary value problem to be solved is 
the well known Motz II problem which is depicted in figure 
2. Q.
C-i.lD U_1 CO,ID P,=° Cl,ID
x-*— ► 
Cl ,03C -1 ,03
p =o
Figure 2.Q Motz II
The initial mesh is again uniform as in the previous 
example and is shown in figure 2.2. This initial mesh 
represents the three cases of constant, linear and quadratic 
elements. The optimal meshes at the third iteration are 
presented in figures 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 corresponding to
constant, linear and quadratic elements, respectively. 
Because of the presence of flux singularities at the points 
O and D, it is natural that the nodes should move toward 
these points. Once again, the mesh corresponding to the 
quadratic elements has a higher density near the two
34
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singularities than the constant and linear counterparts.
Tables 2.4 through 2.© represent the error and 
convergence results on section OB. The corresponding results 
on the section CD are shown in tables 2.7 through 2.9 for 
all three types or elements. The LR results are obtained by 
using linear elements with 224 grid points and local 
refinement techniques which can in fact represent the exact 
solution needed for comparative purposes. The same comments 
concerning the faster convergence of constant elements as in 
example 2.1 can be applied here.
TABLE 2.4 Motz II with constant element
lo. of iteration
luh Io
COBD E COBD o T. |5\
O B
O initial 2. 795 V. 0.344 E OO O. 163 E Ol
1 2. 041 y. 0.091 E-Ol O. 152 E-Ol
2 1. 919 y 0.217 E-Ol O. 873 E—02
3 1. 914 y 0.177 E-Ol O. 991 E—03
35
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TABLE 2.5 Motz II with linear element
o. of iteration
|u -u lo E COB5 o OBl“h |lo
O initial 1. 961 y» 0.184 E OO 0.133 E Ol
1 1. 481 y O. 412 E-Ol O.554 E-Ol
2 O. 937 y O.187 E-Ol O. 102 E—02
3 O. 872 y O. 143 E-Ol 0.355 E—03
TABLE 2.6 Motz II with quadratic element
o. of iteration
a h LR a
lu  ” U  lo 
------------- 2 c O B 3
l“ h |o
E COBD o E  j ^ - x .  J
O B
O initial 1. 432 y 0.965 E-Ol
i
0.107 E Ol
1 O. 741 y. 0.270 E-Ol 0.154 E OO
2 O. 448 y. O.129 E-Ol 0.573 E-Ol
3 0.322 y 0.895 E—02 0.932 E—02
36
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TABLE 2.7 Motz II with constant element
o.of iteration
J -U tovV»~rvs E CCDD o E |xCDluh«o
O initial 1. 826 y. O.372 E OO 0.158 E Ol
1 O. 982 y* O.361 E-Ol O. 433 E-Ol
2 O. 940 y. O. 211 E-Ol 0.121 E—02
3 O. 933 y O. 196 E-Ol O. 312 E—03
TABLE 2.8 Motz II with linear element
o.of iteration
■ *» LR|u -U
E C CDD o E |xtCD ~X il
)J
0
£3
O initial 1. 421 0.134 E OO O. 146 E OO
1 O. 686 y. 0.377 E-Ol O. 928 E-Ol
2 O. 433 y O.162 E-Ol O. 434 E—02
3 O. 399 y„ O.133 E-Ol O. 988 E—03
37
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TABLE 2.9 Motz II with quadratic element
No.of iteration
. h LX
Iu “u lo E CCDD o E  l*tCD -*tl|-h lo
O initial O. 920 V. O.970 E-Ol 0.113 E Ol
1 O. 491 y» O.205 E-Ol O. 130 E OO
2 O. 290 y- O.140 E-Ol O. 748 E-Ol
3 O. 183 y» 0.911 E-Ol O. 928 E—02
The approximate solutions on section OB are shown in 
figures 2.13 through 2. IS and those for section CD are 
presented in figures 2.10 through 2.18.
38
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Figure 2.10 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for Motz II CCBEM3 
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Figure 2.11 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for Motz II CLBEM3
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Figure 2.12 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for Motz II CQBEM3
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Figure 2.13 The P otentia l on O B  for M o tz  I I  (C B E M )
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Figure 2.14 T h e  P otentia l on O B  for M o tz  I I  (L B E M )
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Figure 2.15 The Potential on OB for M otz I I  (Q B E M )
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X
Figure 2.16 T h e  P otentia l on C D  for M o tz  I I  (C B E M )
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Figure 2.17 T h e  Potential 011 C D  for M o tz  I I  (L B E M )
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Figure 2.18 T h e  Potential on C D  for M o tz  I I  (Q B E M )
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2.5 Linear elasticity
The numerical results presented in the previous section 
show that the optimal mesh algorithm is- reliable for solving 
Laplace’s equation. Here we extend the algorithm originally 
developed by Carey and Kennon CQ3 to treat the concept of 
asymptotic optimal mesh in the boundary element elastostatic 
problem. This extension has several important features. To 
begin with. the algorithm is simple enough to be 
incorporated into existing two-dimensional boundary element 
stress analysis codes. Furthermore, the algorithm leads to 
an asymptotic optimal discretization and therefore a more 
accurate BEM solution. In order to demonstrate the strategy, 
three benchmark problems are treated, one of which is a 
centered crack problem. All three benchmark problems involve 
boundaries consisting of straight line segments. The 
procedure is similar to that of the previous section, the 
major difference being in the choice of function WCxD. Both 
the linear and the quadratic boundary elements are 
experimented with. The reason for excluding the constant 
elements is that they are found to result in inaccurate 
pr edi c tions.
A word of caution is in order. Preferably, in the two-
dimensional elasticity equations, the displacement variables
are referred to the Cx ,x D coordinate system. But for the
1 2
sake of convenience, in this chapter we are referring to the 
Cx,yD system.
43
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The elasticity computer program used in this thesis is 
designed for two-dimensional problems and thickness variable 
is not requested as an input.
Example 2. 3 Here we consider a simple plane stress problem 
of t w o  d i m e n s i o n a l  l i n e a r  elasticity. T h e  dimen s i o n s *  
boundary conditions and material properties are given in 
figure 2.19 where the imposed load is P=Py/c and P=SO. O.
2C
A B
Figure 2.19 The Idealized Plane Stress* Ex. 2.3* 
c=0.25. L*1.0, Young's modulus E=SO. O, Poisson's 
ratio 3.
The - exact solution to the idealized plane stress 
problem can easily be derived from the equilibrium equation 
Csee Appendix II, 8.23 where the displacements are given by
u^Cx,y3 P_E xy/c C2. S. 13
44
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u^Cx.yD = C2. S. 2D
In the above expression* u^ and are the displacements in 
the x and y directions respectively.
The first step is to identify the portion Cor portions} 
o f t h e  b o u n d a r y  w h e r e  t h e  m e s h  is t o  b e  r e d i s t r i b u t e d .  I n  
this particular problem* the optimal mesh algorithm is to be 
applied on the top and bottom horizontal boundaries. An 
initial boundary element mesh is chosen and shown in figure 
2.20. Note that the mesh is not uniform adjacent to the 
corners on the two horizontal segments.
Since an elasticity problem has two dependent 
variables* there can be different choices for the 
function WCxD. In this example the choice
WCsD = u CsD 
2
was made, where s is the arc length on the boundary. We also
note that u cannot be chosen as WCxD because u*' eO on both 
1 l
top and bottom horizontal boundaries. For the above choice 
and linear elements* the optimal mesh is determined by 
C2.3.ID with the function TCxD given by
The closed form analytic solution C2.5.2D implies that
function of x. Therefore, the function in C2.5.3D is 
constant* i . e. , an optimum uniform mesh is anticipated. Note
TCsD - |u"CsD j2"'3 C2. S. 3D
on the top and bottom boundaries* u^CsD is a quadratic
AS
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that, the actual redistribution takes place only on the top 
and bottom horizontal boundaries. Convergence to a uniform 
mesh is expected.
At this point the algorithm described in section 2.3 
was applied and the results after three iterations are 
recorded in Table 2.10. The second and third columns of this 
table reflect the relative error in the two displacement 
components on the bottom boundary measured in the L^—norm. 
Note that as the mesh is redistributed, the error is reduced 
raonotonically. The fourth column in Table 2.10 describes the 
deviation from the uniform mesh on the bottom boundary. In 
the last row, EOD denotes the boundary element solution on 
the exact optimal mesh, i.e. in C2.3. ID, TC xZ> =TC xD is a 
known analytic solution.
TABLE 2.10 Ex. 2.3 with linear element
No. of iteration
K _uillou r a
Ju — uh 1 2 2 »o acvs E  IXi-xfl
A B|uh | a i i0 |uh | a 2 *o
O initial 1. 20 y 3. 96 % 0.258 E OO
1 1.01 y 2. 52 y. 0.296 E-Ol
2 O. 39 y 2. 39 y 0.152 E—02
3 O. 90 y 2. 38 y O. 118 E—03
EOD O. 98 y 2. 38 y O. O
46
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The optimal mesh at the third iteration is also shown 
in figure 2.21. The next two figures show the exact and the 
approximate boundary element solutions at different 
iteration stages. It is worth noting that examples 2.3 and 
4, ara dealing with a problem which is simple 
mathematically, therefore, the optimal mesh does not 
significantly change the quality of the solution. The 
effectiveness of the process will be more noticeable in 
example 2. S which is a centered crack problem.
Note that the optimal mesh algorithm cannot be applied 
to example 2.3 if higher order elements are used. This is
due to the fact that the exact distribution function
vanishes.
In order to check the performance of a quadratic
element in the optimal mesh algorithm, example 2.4, which 
does not suffer from the above deficiency, will be
introduced.
47
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Figure 2.20 The Initial Mesh for Ex. 2.3
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Figure 2.21 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for Ex. 2. 3
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Figure 2.22 The Displacement in x Direction on AB Tor Ex. 2.3
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Figure 2.23 The displa.cement in y  Direction on AB Tor Ex. 2. 3
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Example 2. 4 Once again a simple plane stress problem In 
two-dimensional linear elasticity is considered. The 
dimensions* boundary conditions and material properties are 
stated in 'figure 2.24. The imposed loads are described by
P  = P
i. i.
3P
4c
3P
4c
1 ^ 2  2- .- Cc -y 3L
J C 4L2y-2y3/33 + Pzy/c
where P^=0. 625 and P^ =40.0. The purpose of Imposing such a 
complicated system of boundary conditions is to ensure that 
the exact solution is a higher order polynomial.
A
R
2C
V,
B
Figure 2.24 The Idealized Plane Stress. Ex. 2.4 
0*0.23, L=1.0, Young's modulus E*50.0, Poisson's ratio i>=0.2
SO
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The displacement components for this problem can be 
expressed as
UiCx.y3 - - — ij -*y=S -
-  |  ™ ) }
xyP
2 C2. 5. 45Ec
u Cx,y5 
2 4Ec
W 2Ec
P 2 ^  ^ 3 P 1 f X -* ^ C 2X 2 1
- E^ + I" 12 * —  J
P x2
2Ec ‘ C2*S*55
The detailed derivation is presented in Appendix 11,8.3.
As in example 2.3, the optimal mesh algorithm is to be 
applied to the top and bottom horizontal boundaries. The 
choice of function WCs5 is somewhat different. For the 
comparative purposes, here it is assumed that
WCs5 - u Cs5l
In this case, the exact optimal mesh for the quadratic 
approximation on the top and bottom horizontal boundaries is 
uniform.
The initial mesh is the same as in example 2.3 Csee 
figure 2.205 but the elements are quadratic, i.e. each
SI
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element has three nodes with the middle node located at the 
center.
Table 2. 11 shows that the algorithm converges to a 
uniform mesh C exact optimal meshD .1 The relative errors 
measured in the L^—norm also follow a consistent pattern.
TABLE 2. 11 Ex. 2.4 with quadratic element
|u —uh |1 1*0 J' AQ'l
Ru —uh |■ 2 2 *0 r  ad'i E  K - * * |
Al
No. of iteration K X luh |■ 2*0
O initial 4. 431 3. 921 5S 0.400 E OO
1 4. 421 y. 3. 021 01277 E-Ol
2 4. 417 y* 3. 410 0.102 E-Ol
3 4. 418 3. 280 0.791 E—02
EOD 4. 418 y. 3. 205 y.
For the sake of completeness we have included figures 
2.25. 2.20 and 2.27 which are the optimal mesh at the third 
iteration and the two displacement components at different 
Iteration stages.
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Example 2. S The final example in this chapter is a 
rectangular plate* containing a central crack under mode I 
loading as shown in figure 2.28. Due to the symmetrical 
nature of the geometry and boundary conditions, only one 
quarter of the domain has to be considered. This is 
represented by the shaded region in figure 2.28. No closed 
form analytical solution is available for this problem. 
Therefore, in order to have a reference solution, the linear 
boundary element method with 180 nodes and local refinement 
technique near the crack tip was used Cdenoted by LR3.
M i t t
2C A
2a
2L
M M I
Figure 2.28 Central Crack c*i.O, L®2.0, a»0. 3, e«*1.0 
Young's modulus E*=20000.0, Poisson ratio v»®0.3
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Both linear and quadratic boundary elements are 
employed for testing the opti mal mesh algorithm for this 
problem. The function WC sD is chosen to include the COD 
information CCrack Opening Displacements as follows
r u CsD ‘1 '° < x < °*5* y=°
WCs3 - I *
L u^CsD O. S < x < 1.0. y=0
The initial mesh used for both types of discretizations 
is shown in figure 2.29. The bottom horizontal boundary was 
used for mesh redistribution purposes. This was based on the 
knowledge that a region of high stress gradient surrounds 
the crack tip. Figures 2.30 and 2.31 are the final grid 
configurations Cthird iteration) for the linear and the 
quadratic boundary elements. respectively. The high 
concentration of grid points in the vicinity of the crack 
tip is not surprising.
The error and convergence results are shown in Table 
2.12 and 2.13 with the contents similar to those of example
2. 3.
In a linear elastic fracture mechanics problem such as 
the present example, one of the most important parameters 
involved is the stress intensity factor defined by Csee 
Appendix II. 8. 43
K -  l i m  3^ ” ---------—  CZ.S.S3
1 r->o 4 V F
where r is the distance from the tip of the crack.
50
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TABLE 2.12 Centered crack with linear elenent
No.of iteration
a h L R  u
u2-u2 I
I < !
-COBD
2 "O
OB
O initial 2. 4,5 y O. 4,4,0' E Ol
l. 65 y O. 251 E—02
1. 24, y O.152 E—02
3 1. IS y 0.811 E—03
TABLE 2.13 Centered crack with quadratic element
No.of iteration
« h lr Hu —u fl
2 2 "O -COB I)
2 "O
E l^-xj
OB
O initial 1.4,4, y 0.102 E Ol
0.88 y 0.100 E OO
O. 69 y 0.285 E-Ol
o. oi y 0.126 E-Ol
The numerical stress intensity factor is obtained by the COD 
method used on the displacement based on the first three 
nodes adjacent to the crack tip and least squares technique.
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The exact, value of ^  Is approximately denoted by and is
taken to be i.25. Tables 2.14 and 2.IS display the results 
of the optimal mesh algorithm for the linear and quadratic 
elements. respectively. Both tables indicate that the 
optimal mesh algorithm converges rapidly and produces 
a c c u r a t e  a n d  c o n s i s t e n t  r e s u l t s  o n l y  a f t e r  t h r e e  i t e rations.
TABLE 2*14 Centered crack with linear element
o.of iteration
Kh
X
o Van k l*
X
O initial 1. 159 7. 272
1 1. 184 5. 288 y.
2 1. 193 4. 500 y.
3 1. 197 4. 272 y*
LR 1. 250 ,
O
•
o
Figures 2.32 and 2.33 are the COD plots for linear and 
quadratic elements after three iterations.
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TABLE 2.15 Centered crack with quadratic eleme:
o .of 1ter at1on
Kh
I
cf /an k l*
X
O initial i. 175 5. 984 y.
1 i. 197 4. 248 •a
2 1. 202 3. 808 *A
3 1. 205 3. 624 'A
LR 1. 250
O
•
O
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Figure 2.29 The Initial Mesh for the Crack
1
0
-1. 1..5
Figure 2.30 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for the Crack CLBEM3
1.
0
-1. .5 1-
Figure 2.31 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for the Crack CQBEMD
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Figure 2.32 The Displacement in y Direction on CB CLBEMD
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ITERATION 3 
EXACT LR
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Figure 2.33 The Displacement in y Direction on CB CQBEM3
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Example 2. B We now consider an extension of example 2. S 
where a different choice of the distribution function is 
made. Here, WC sD =u^CsD on y-O. All the parameters and the 
initial mesh are the same as indicated in example 2.5. The 
results are shown in figures 2.34—2.37 and Tables 2.10—2.17 
by the linear boundary elements. By the asymptotic 
expression of the solution Csee Appendix II 8. AD, u^ is 
approximately a linear function near the crack tip. Because 
of the singularity at the tip, numerical solution is not 
very accurate in that region as seen in figure 2.35. Since 
the error in the numerical solution leads to a large second 
derivative near the crack tip, the nodal points still move 
toward the tip Csee figure 2.343 and therefore, we obtain 
the numerical results similar to those in example 2.5.
TABLE 2.18 The Error for Ex. 2.5
1 L* .|u -u B■ 4 *h ■ COBD C AOZ) COB3No.
K m i K - i
O
Initial 1.82 y. 2. 45 y. 1.13 y.
1 1. 50 y. 1.46 y. O. 69 y.
2 1. 37 y. 1. 25 y. O. 59 y*
3 1.35 y» 1.20 •a O. 55 y.
62
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TABLE 2-17 The Stress Intensity Factor for Ex.2.
K i
No. cnf na ' K*“*X
O
Initial 1. 159 7. 27 y.
1 1. 183 S. 30 y.
2 1. ISO 4. 80 y.
3 i. 194 4. 48 y.
LR 1. 23
03
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u.*
10
CRACK TIP
Figure 2.34 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for Ex. 2.0
INITIAL GRIO
ITERATION 3
2* EXACT LR
Figure 2.39 The Displacement in x Direction on CB for Ex. 2.0
9 4
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INITIAL G R I D
ITERATION 3
.3- e x a c t l r
1. .5.5 0
Figure 2.30 The Displacement in x Direction on AC for Ex. 2.0
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INITIAL GRID
4- ITERATION 3
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Figure 2.37 The Displacement in y Direction on CB for Ex. 2. O
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2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a systematic 
simulation of the optimal mesh algorithm. The numerical 
results indicate that the algorithm is effective in the 
boundary element solution of Laplace's equation and Navier's 
equations of linear elasticity. Some important icomments are 
summarized below:
1. The optimal mesh algorithm converges quickly. The errors 
in all examples are reduced monotonically. The numerical 
calculations also show that the meshes corresponding to 
known polynomial solutions converge to the exact optimal 
distribution. The meshes corresponding to the singular 
problems have a high concentration near the singular points 
as expected. For both potential and linear elasticity 
equations* the mesh corresponding to quadratic boundary 
elements has a higher concentration near the singularities 
than the other two methods. This agrees with the theoretical 
analysis.
2. According to the numerical results, the improvement of 
the solution quality is evident for all three types of 
elements. This improvement is partially dependent on the 
choice of the degree of elements. The higher the degree of 
the shape functions C elementsD. the more dramatic the 
improvement in the approximate solution.
3. Although the optimal mesh algorithm with quadratic 
boundary elements produces better results, the computer CPU
66
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time is Also higher. The Average CPU times CIBM 43813 for 
the simulation of both the potential and the elasticity 
problems are recorded in Table 2.16. showing that the 
quadratic boundary elements are more expensive than the 
constant and linear elements.
TABLE 2.18 Comparison of CPU times
PotentialCsec. 3 ElasticityCsec.3
Constant. 5. 52 N/A
Li near 6. 50 43. 84
Quadratic 8. OS iOS. Ol
4. In the r-method, the purpose is to solve the governing 
equation on the optimal mesh and the numerical results are 
expected to be better, which is verified numerically in this 
chapter.
In the neighbourhood of singularities, the improvement 
of solution quality is very evident. Since the optimal mesh 
algorithm is based on the concept of equidistribution of 
error, the improvement is restricted. Generally speaking, 
for a given number of grid points the error of the numerical 
solution only converges to the minimum error rather than to 
an arbitrarily small tolerance. Thus the optimal mesh 
algorithm only partially improves the quality of numerical
67
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solutions. To see this, we have also tested the Motz I and 
Motz II problems with 60 grid points on the boundary by 
using constant. linear and quadratic elements. Clearly, 
better numerical solutions are obtained for the 
discretization with 60 grid points. This disadvantage of the 
optimal mesh algorithm will be considered and resolved in 
the next chapter where a new combined refinement/ 
redistribution algorithm is developed.
68
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Chapter Three 
An Adaptive h—r Boundary ElementiAlgorithm 
For the Laplace Equation
3*1 Introduction
The optimal mesh algorithm described in the previous 
chapters is based on the concept of equidistribution of the 
error indicator. The complexity Cdegrees of freedonO of the 
algorithm is fixed and therefore it can only partially 
improve the quality of the numerical solution. In this 
algorithm. the error indicator does not fall below an 
arbitrary small tolerance.
In this chapter, a combined h—r algorithm Cmesh 
refinement and redistribution^ designed for the boundary 
element method is presented. The combined algorithm is based 
on a truncation error indicator. Here, the mesh distribution 
and the complexity of the algorithm are adapted 
simultaneously such that the truncation error indicator is 
minimized and is pushed to fall below a given user defined 
tolerance. Finally, in order to keep the algebra minimal and 
explain the ideas in a simple fashion, linear elements are 
employed in solving two benchmark problems. This element 
assumes a linear approximation to the potential, flux and 
geometry, respectively.
6Q
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3-2 The Truncation Error Indicator
We restrict our attention to a two-dimensional domain O 
where Laplace's equation is to be solved- Using a standard 
argument Csee Appendix 7.3D. one can convert the involved 
boundary value problem into an integral equation with 
singular kernels represented by
cCs3uCs3 + J" uCs' 3p**Cs, s' 3ds' — J" pCs'3u**Cs,s'5ds* »* O 
XI XI
C3. 2.13
where s is the position of source defined on X). Let an 
arbitrary point be fixed on the boundary from which both s 
and s* » the arc lengths involved, are being measured.
origin
field point
source point
Fig. 3.1 The Arc length Coordinate System
The boundary element discretization can now be based on 
equation C3.2.13. The boundary is divided into elements
70
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separated by the nodes Cs.> , i=l,2,... *N. On each segment r
the unknown solution u and its normal derivative p are 
approximated by linear functions. Mathematically* this 
approximation is denoted by
uCsD as uhCsD = B CsD u* B CsD uh seT. C3. 2.2D* j* a ja j
pCsD as phCsD = B CsD ph + B CsD ph seT. C3.2.3D
1 Jl 2 J2 j
The function B^CsD and B^CsD are linear shape functions 
defined in Appendix I* 7.3. The variables u^ » u* . p*? andJl j 2
p^2 in equations C3.2.2D and C3.2.3D are the nodal values 
corresponding to the potential solution and its normal 
derivative* respectively.
The approximations uhCsD and p^CsD are substituted in 
the integral equation C3.2.ID and the resulting expression 
is collected at the node points s^^ D-. This process leads to 
the following system of linear integral equations*
c^u^ + J) f uhCs' Dp*Cs^ . s' Dds' - £  f p^Cs'Du^Cs^.s'Dds*
j aa. j ao.
j j
= O i=l .2 N . C3. 2. AD
Assuming that the exact solution and its normal 
derivative are twice continuously differentiable on the 
typical segment r , polynomial interpolation results in
J
uCsD = B CsD u. +B CsD u. + Cs-s. DCs—s.mCs, *s.*s]
1 jl 2 J2 j-t j j-* j
seT C3. 2. SD
71
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pCsD = B CsD p. +B CsD p. -*• Cs—s. DCs-s.>pCs. ,s.,s3 
1 ji 2 jz j-i J J-i j
seTj C3. 2. OD
where
u. = uCs. D u. = uCs .D
J* J-* J* j
p. = pCs. D p. = pCs .D
Ji j-i j2 j
and ut. 3 and pt. 3 denote the second divided differences or 
functions uCsD and pCsD, respectivbly. Note that there is a 
difference between the set of values Cuh , u*? , p* , p*? D and
ji J2 *Jl J2
Cu. ,u. ,p. , p. D. The former refers to the boundary element
ji J2 Jl J2
discretization process whereas the latter refers to the 
interpolation process.
Defining uCsD and pCsD to be the linear interpolants to 
uCsD and pCsD respectively, one can write
uCsD - B CsD u. + B CsD u . seT. C3. 2. 7D
1 Jl 2 j2 ,
pCsD *= B CsD p. ■+• B CsD p. seT, C3.2. BD
1 i 2 J 2 j
Using uCsD and pCsD. equations C3.2. SD and C3.2. OD can be 
rewritten as
uCsD = uCsD + Cs-s . DCs—s.>uCs. .s .,s 3 C3.2 . 9Dj-i j j-i j
72
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pCsD =* pCsD •+• Cs—s . DCs—s . >pts . »s\,s3 C3. 2. lOD
J-i J j-* j
Substituting C3.2.9D and C3.2.lOD into the original 
integral equation C3.2.1D one obtains
cCsDuCsD •+•
£  J £uCs* 3+Cs* — s . ^DCs* — s ^ u l s ^ ^  , s^ , s* 3 Jp*Cs,s*Dds#
j r .
- £  J |pCs* 3+Cs* -s . i3Cs,- s ^p[s^_i,Sjts' ]ju**C s , s * D ds *
3 r
j
= O s«r . C3. 2.11D
Collocating equation C3.2.11D at the points <s.>, i=l,2,...» 
N , one arrives at the system or linear equations C3.2.12D
cC s . D uC s . D + v v
+ £  J  |uCs#D+Cs' — s j_4DCs* —s Dut s ^ ^ . s ^  ,s* 3 Jp**Cst ,s#Dds'
3 r .
J
- £  J  jpCs* D+Cs* —s ^ ^DCs'-s ^ >pCs ^ , s ^ ,s# 3 Ju^Cs^ ,s# Dds*
J . r j
= O i-1.2 N. C3.2.12D
Rearranging the above equation gives
73
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The right hand side represents truncation error RCs.3 which 
is obtained by substituting the interpolants uCs3 and pCs3 
in the integral equation C3. 2. ID and collocating at s^.
RCst:> = E J - S  j-13Cs'-s^Duts ,s* 3 Jp**Cst *s* Dds'
j r .
~ E J i |cs'—s^^DCs* —s^DpCs ,s' 3 Ju**Csi ,s'3ds*
i *1 , 2  N C3.2.U3
it
Since u Cs,s'3 is a weakly singular kernel* a
straightforward integration along with the mean value 
theorem and its modification Csee Appendix 1 . 1 7.23 reveals
74
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the following two expressions.
f Cs'-s . DCs* -s DuCs . ,s . ,s* 3p*Cs. ,s'Z>ds' J J - *  J J “ 1 j «•
r
J
h j  s-uCs. ,slte.]p Cs.,e.) C3.2.1SD
6  J - 1 j J v j
J Cs' -s . Xs'-s.jpts, .s . ,s* ]uWCs, ,s'Dds'j-i j r j-* j *r i
1,3-  -= r pCs. ,s 3u Cs )  C 3. 2 .1 0 3
6  ^  j - i  j j i j
where f»., y. e Cs. ,s.D. Noting the property of the divided
j j j"^ j
differences
uCs ,s..-e.3 - -4- u MCa.5
j - i  j J 2  j
pCs. .s .y.3 - p ”Cf3.}
J - i  j a 2 j
where a., /?. « Cs. ,s.Z), the truncation error in equation
J J J-i J
C3. 2.143 can be therefore written as
RCstD - - j i  E  h^u'-Ca.Dp^Cs^e^ - p"Ctf .3u*Cs. . y .D J
Now taking the absolute value and using triangle inequality 
give
73
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N 3
S ri E hj(l“"C“j5||p*'cSi.».3| + |p"Cflj3 | | U**CS l , y j3|]
J “  ^
C3. 2. 175
If the norm of RCs5 is used a.s the error indicator, one 
can proceed as follows:
r NI R g s I |RCs5 |ds = £  h. |RCs.5 |Cl-*-OCh55 C3. 2.185
i a  i=1 1
where hamax h. ,1=1,2 N. Substituting C 3. 2.175 intot i
C3. 2.185 gives
N N 9
| R |  <  j i  E h  f  E  h  f | u " C a  3 | |p**Cs .0 3 |
t = 1 j = 1 4
+ Jp” C ^ . 5  j J u ^ C s ^ y  ^  | J J c i + O C h 5 5  C 3 .  2 . 1 9 5
Reversing the summation process in C 3 . 2 . 1 9 5  yields
N 9 N
i r i *  i 4  l ? i h i [ i u ''c e ‘j:>i i p *'C s i - e j :,i
+ I p - C P ^ H u - C . ^ y ^  0 )  Ci+OCh55 C3. 2.205
As we are interested in the asymptotic optimal mesh 
distribution, the inner sum in C3.2.205 can be regarded as a 
Reimann sum. i.e.
7 0
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9I'M S Eh.[ |u"caji| J Ip'cs.^ l^ds
J = 1 an
+ |p " C t f  .3 I J  J u ^ C s , ^  | d s J c i + O C h 3 3  C 3 .  2 .  2 1 3  
an
For the purpose of asymptotic optimality and under the 
assumption of the continuity of the solution* C3. 2. 213 can 
be rewritten as
1*1 5 l i E h j( lu-'C^I J I P ^s.C^lds
j ~ 1 an
|p”CC f  I J |u*Cs.Cf |dsjd-*-OCh33 
an
where r.e Cs, ,s .3.
J J-* J
Finally, defining the function WCs3 by
:#3 = |u"Cs*3|J |p*Cs,s*3|ds + |p"Cs*3|^ |u*Cs,s* 3 JdsWC!
an an
C3. 2. 223
the following upper bound of the truncation error is 
obtained
n a
C3. 2. 2331*1 S r! E h, WCC.3 = E .
j =  1 J J
The right side of equation C3.2.233 will be used as the 
error indicator and it is minimized in the combined h—r
77
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algorithm. Similar to the process in section 1.3, one can 
consider a minimization problem as following
C3 . 2 .2 4 ,3
Introducing the grading function £CsD, one has
h 1
S'CC.DN
J
and therefore the variable h. can be eliminated from
i
C3. 2. 24D. The optimization in C3. 2. 243 is a standard problem 
of the calculus of variations with respect to the grading 
function and can be summarized by
The optimal mesh determined by the following
equati ons
where S is the total perimeter of region Q. The mesh 
distribution determined by C3. 2.25!> minimizes the error 
indicator E and the resulting optimal value is given by
i C3. 2. 2SDN
o
C3. 2. 203
7 8
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3.3 The Adaptive h—r Algorithm
One starts with a discretization of the boundary which 
is denoted by <s.>. Using this, a boundary element solution
sD aiSd its normal derivative p^CsD are obtained. Based on 
this approximate solution, the function WCsD in C3.2.223 is 
constructed Cnote that similar to the treatment in section 
2.3. u"CsD and p"CsD should be replaced by an approximation 
extracted from the boundary element solution). Once the 
function WCsD is available. the upper bound on the 
truncation Ci.e. ED can be evaluated.
If this truncation error in the relative sense is small 
enough, i. e.
< £ C3. 3.1D
8 hi ■ h u Lotu J + ajp J
no refinement or redistribution is required. The variable
is a user specified tolerance and |. | is the norm.
On the other hand, if inequality C3.3.ID is not satisfied,
the mesh refinement and redistribution are performed. The 
number of grid points is estimated as follows:
E
° < £ . C3.3.2}
8h m ■ h i totu I c|p I
or equivalently
79
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3f f CWCsD31^ads 1 < e .Cjuh j + ajjph p. C3. 3. 3D 
12N* '“JL J
noting that the expression from Eq was taken from C3.2.2CD. 
The coefficient a is included in order to make the two terms 
in the denominator have the same unit. The presence of a is 
extremely important for physical considerations. In this 
thesis, a is assumed to be one.
Solving the above inequality for N» the following 
estimate is obtained,
( J
N =» Int [l +  ffi--......... .... J C3.3. 40
S iacl“h | + °‘IPh |;>clol
where Int [a] denotes the Integer part of a. The new mesh 
redistribution with respect to N points is then obtained 
according to equation C3. 2. 25D.
The steps involved in the algorithm are summarized 
bel ow:
STEP 1 Specify an initial boundary element grid and 
truncation tolerance £
tol
STEP 2 Solve the governing equation using linear 
boundary elements.
STEP 3 Calculate E in C3.2.23D and if the inequality 
C3.3.ID is satisfied, stop. Otherwise continue.
STEP 4 Calculate the number of nodes from C3. 3. 4D,
80
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i. e. refine.
STEPiS Construct the. optimal mesh by solving equation 
C3. 2. 235.
STEP 0 Go to STEP 2.
In general, the h—r adaptive algorithm proposed here 
deals with the entire boundary. However, it is possible and 
even more effective to apply the algorithm to the portions 
of boundary where the solution changes rapidly. In such 
cases, a rigorous mathematical analysis can be very 
difficult. Similarly, the second derivatives of u and p can 
be approximately obtained by the method in section 2.3.
Another issue is the apparent complexity of the 
function WCs5 in C3.2.225. On the surface, the evaluation of
if
WCs5 seems to be complicated. In fact, since u Cs^s'5 and
it
p Cs^.s'D for i =1,2,... ,M at Gaussian points of each element 
have been evaluated in the quadrature routine of the 
boundary element program, the integrals in expression 
C3.2.225 can easily be obtained numerically. Therefore, one 
can calculate this function efficiently and without an 
excessive number of function evaluations. In addition, the 
method for solving equation C3.2.255 in STEP 5 has been 
discussed in section 2. A.
3. 4 Numerical Results
In this section, the proposed h—r algorithm is tested 
against two benchmark problems. The first problem involves 
the solution of Laplace's equation in an exterior domain but
81
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involves no singularities. The second one is the classical 
Motz I problem which is well known for its square root 
singularity on the boundary. The details of the numerical 
experimentation are described below.
Example 3.1 Consider the flow of an inviscid, irrotational 
and incompressible fluid of velocity V past a cylinder of 
diameter 1. If the cylinder is long enough compared with its 
diameter, the problem can be assumed to be two dimensional 
as shown in figure 3.1. Let ¥ represent the stream function, 
i.e. , the velocity components in the x and y directions are 
gi ven by
aw
ay v " 35T
Fig. 3.2 The Flow Past a Cylinder
82
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One can decompose the stream function 'P into two parts 
as follows
<P = Vy + v*
where Vy describes the uniform flow ignoring the cylinder 
and y/ is a perturbation stream function. The flow field can 
now be described in terms of the perturbation stream 
function V  as
V*y» * O jr | > O. S
The initial discretization is uniform and consisting of
18 linear boundary elements as shown in figure 3.3. After
two iterations, the refined and optimal mesh distribution
takes the shape depicted in figure 3. A C obviously. the
cylinder is approximated by the collection of linear
segments^. Note the concentration of nodes at the poles of
the cylinder as expected. The exact, initial and final
solutions of are given in figure 3.S. Although one cancfn
see an improvement, it is not dramatic. This is not 
surprising since the solution does not involve a singularity 
and the initial discretization is reasonably accurate.
Table 3.1 contains quantitative information on the 
performance of the algorithm corresponding to In
this table, column 2 represents the number of nodes at each
y/ —Vy on | r | = 0 . 5
as jr j  > oo
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iteration. Column 3 is a measure or the relative percentage 
error for p=— on the boundary of the cylinder. Here pCTTl
represents the exact solution and ph its boundary element 
approximation. Finally, the last column is the relative 
measure of the truncation error indicator expressed in 
C3.2.245, which falls below ctol
TABLE 3.1 The Flow Past a Cylinder
i No. of «P - P 8 E
No.of I ter. Nodes IV'B + " i P l M  + aBp|
O
ini tial 18 i. 51 y 4. 02 y
1 24 O. 81 y 2.11 y
a 26 O. 59 y 1. 59 y
uni for m 26 O. 76 y
84
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Figure 3.4 The Mesh in Iteration 2 for the Cylinder
1-
.5-
INITIAL GRID
ITERATION 2
EXACT
.5.3.1-.3 -.1 X
Figure 3.3 The Flux on the Cylinder
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Example 3.2 The Motz I -problem governed by the Laplace 
equation has been considered in chapter two by using the 
optimal mesh algorithm. The boundary conditions and geometry 
can be found in figure 2.1. In general, the h—r adaptive 
algorithm proposed in this chapter deals with the entire 
boundary, but one can also apply it to portions of the 
boundary. Similarly, for the present combined algorithm we 
still focus our attention on the segment AB on which the 
singularity lies.
The initial grid is a uniform mesh consisting of 12 
linear boundary elements covering segment AB and a total of 
36 elements covering the entire boundary as shown in figure 
3.6. After three iterations, the number of elements on side 
AB increased to 23 with concentration at the crack tip as 
indicated in figure 3.7. Note that the nodes on the other 
three sides have remained fixed. The calculations were 
performed with tolerance value of « “O.
The computed solution on OA and the normal derivative 
on OB are shown in figure 3.8 and 3.9. The Motz problem does 
not have an exact closed form solution; therefore, the 
results of a boundary element analysis with 204 linear 
elements ' are assumed to be sufficiently accurate to 
represent the exact solution and are shown in figures 3.8 
and 3.9 for comparative purposes. Table 3.2 contains 
quantitative information on the calculations performed. The 
recorded results are as in the previous example with the
86
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exception that the norm refers to integration on the
segment OB.
TABLE 3.2 Motz I Ch-r Method}
i No. of Nodes 
COB}
Ip - Ph | E
No.of Iter. M  **■ «Ip B IH +
O
i ni ti al 7 2. 11 y. 1. 21 y.
1 io 1. 03 y. O. 32 y.
2 11 O. 83 y.
H
•
o
y.
3 11 O. S3 y. O. 39 y.
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1.
0
-1 . A O B 1
Figure 3.0 The Initial Mesh for Motz I Ch-r Method}
1.
.0
- 1 .  A O B 1.
Figure 3.7 The Mesh in Iteration 3 for Motz I Ch-r Method}
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1 0 0 0
INITIAL G R I D
ITERATION 3
9 0 0
EXACT LR
8 0 0
U
7 00-
600
5 0 0 +
.0 .2 4 .6 8 1*
Figure 3.8 Numerical Solution u on OB Ch-r 3
6000-1
INITIAL GRID
ITERATION 3
EXACT LR
2000-
1. -.8 2 .0-  . 6 -.4
Figure 3.9 Numerical Solution p*du/tfn on AO Ch—rO
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a combined adaptive h—r algorithm has 
been proposed. The algorithm is based on a sound formulation 
and is verified by the numerical experiments conducted. 
Although the algorithm is described for the Laplace 
equation, it will be extended to the equation of two 
dimensional elasticity in the next chapter. The extension is 
not straightforward because there is a fundamental 
difference between the two classes of Integral equations 
representing the two sets of the boundary value problems.
90
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Chapter Four 
An Adaptive h—r Algorithm lor the Equations 
of Linear Elasticity
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter* an adaptive h—r algorithm for 
the boundary element solution of Laplace's equation was 
formulated. Numerical results indicate that the solution 
quality is greatly improved for problems involving boundary 
si ngulari ti es.
In this chapter, we extend the combined algorithm to 
the equations of linear elasticity. Since strongly singular 
kernels arise in the integral equations corresponding to 
elasticity problems, the treatment of the minimization of 
the truncation error indicator will be different from that 
in the Laplace equation. It turns out that the numerical 
results are still satisfactory, especially for singular 
problems, i.e. those arising in fracture mechanics. In the 
h-r algorithm, the advantages of both techniques are 
maintained and therefore are more promising than h or r 
algorithms separately.
4.2 Truncation Error
The Navier *s equation of linear elasticity Cneglecting
91
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body forces) can be transformed by using Betti's reciprocal 
theorem, to a boundary integral equation, written as Csee 
Appendix 7. 3D:
cCs)u Cs) + -f u Cs')p* Cs,s')ds’ — -f p, Cs')uf, Cs,s')ds' 1 J k 11c J k L k
r r
= O 1=1 .2 CA. 2. ID
where s is the position of source defined on r=dfl and 4
J r
denotes the Cauchy principal value integral along 90. As
defined in chapter 3, s and s* in CA. 2. ID are arc length
coordinates. cCsD is dependent on the smoothness of the
boundary geometry at seT. u lfc and p lfc are the fundamental
solutions described in Appendix I. 7.3.
The discretization is achieved by the partitioning
<s.D, j=l,2,... , N, on the boundary. On each segment T. the
J J
unknown solution uCxD and its normal derivative pCxD are 
approximated by linear functions.
It is assumed that the exact solution and its normal 
derivative are three times and twice continuously
differentiable on the boundary, respectively. Using linear
interpolation theory,
u,CsD = B CsDu^ +B CsDu! + Cs—s. DCs— s,)u, Cs. ,s.,s]I 1 J1 2 jz j-i j I J-i. j
seT^ CA. 2. 2D
92
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PlCS3 = B ^ i p ^ - B ^ C s D p ^  * Cs-Sj_i3CS-S .5plCSj_i.Sj,s J
seT. C4.2. 35
J
where u^.,3 and p t t. . 3 denote the divided differences of 
functions u^Cs5 and PjCs5 » 1=1,2 respectively. We also
define u^Cs5 and p^Cs5 by
u Cs5 = B Cs5 u* + B Cs5 u* seT. C4.2. 45
1  1 j 1 2  j 2  j
p Cs5 = B Cs5 p* + B Cs5 p* seT. . C4.2.55
1 1 J 1 2 J 2 j
In solving an elasticity problem by linear boundary 
elements, one replaces u^Cs5 and p^Cs5 in equation C4.2.15 
with their linear approximations u^Cs5 and p^Cs5, 
respectively. The discrete form can be expressed as
cCs . 5u Cs. 5 + r  f u Cs*5p* Cs. ,s'5ds' v t  i  . J k I k  v
■ ? /  pkcs':,u^ kcsl•s •:,ds• o
j r
1-1.2 N . C4. 2. 55
Note that J] I still denotes a Cauchy principal value
j
integral. Comparing equations C4.2.15 and C4.2.55, the 
truncation error at s^ for the linear elasticity equation 
with linear boundary element approximation can be defined as
93
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H.Cs.D = t \
= E  f fcs'-s. )Cs'-s.)u Cs. ,s..s']lp* Cs. ,s'3ds' “ J I J - *  J k  J ~  i J J I k  t
J r
- E  f fcs'-s. Xs'-s.3p Cs. ,s . .s' llu* Cs. .s'Dds'
4 J L j~1 a fc j~ 1 j J ik *■
3 r .j
1=1.2 N, 1=1.a . C4. a. 7Z>
For the second integral In C4.3.7D , the same approach 
as in chapter 3 can be used. i.e. we have
E  J (cS--Sj_ iiCS'-Sj3p1tSj. i.Sj.s']]u*lCSl .S'3ds-
3 r .
h j■ = ~rs
J
where ci ^ «Cs . _ ^ . s ^ . Using the grading function, we obtai n
E  J  ( c s - s J.,3Cs--sj3pltsj_i.S ..S-])U*kCsl.S -3dS -
* r
F i
i r pkCs 3uikCsi*s ^I —  ------— --   ds' + oC*0 C4. a. 8Z>M J12N‘ {'Cs'}2
where £'CsD is a grading function. Since a strongly singular 
kernel arises from the first integral in C4.a.73. a 
different procedure must be employed for its evaluation. Now
94
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we show that the first integral in C4. 2. 73 can be 
transformed into an integral with a weakly singular kernel. 
Let
p..Cs.s'D * p Cs.s'3 - 6 cCs3 C4.2.93Ik Ik Ik
where cCs3 was defined in C4.2.13. Then, the first integral 
in C4.2.73 can be expressed as the summation of two 
integrals with kernels p^Cs.s'3 and 6lfccCs3, respectively.
and we have
E f fcs*~s. 3Cs'-s.3u. [s. ,s.,s'3^p* Cs.,s*3ds* ■J I J -  *- J k  J - 1 j J Ik v
J r .
- ~ I 2  ?  h J U £CV  J  p f kc s i-s '3 ds# oC*3 C4. 2.103I. K 1.
r
j
where s.=Cs. +sO/2. The proof of C4.2.103 is stated in 1 j-i j
Appendix I, 7.4. By noting that J p ^ C s ^  ,s* 3ds* «=0 and using
r
the Abel Partial Summation Formula in C4.2.103, we obtain 
' r i
- =15 E (h%,uZcJw s - hj “IFV)
-*■ oC*3 i=l. 2..... N, 1 , k =1 ,2
where
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C4. 2.115
Furthermore, by using the grading function, the above 
equation can be rewritten as
r f fcs'—s. )Cs'-s ,5u, [s . ,s .,s*lip* Cs.,s*5ds*“ J I J ~  * J k  J - i  J J i k »■
3 r .
urcs ' d
oC*0 C4. 2.125— ^  J  S i T ”  2] q i k C s i ‘S#:> ds #  +12N Jr £ * Cs* 5 ■* L,e v
The right hand side of C4.2.125 is an integral with a weakly 
singular kernel. Now, substituting C4.2.95 and C4.2.125 into 
C4.2.75, the truncation error can be expressed as
u."Cs' 5
5 ds'H Cs. 5 =   f 7-f— ---1 q Cs, ,s*
1 1 12N2 ds *■ ? #Cs #52J lk t
u’*Cs* 5_i  r k
12N* Jj, ?*Cs*5
— 6,, cCs.5 ds* ■+• oC»*5 2 I k i
- T h f
p"Cs*5u~ Cs ,s*5
  ds* + oC*0
12N~ Jr ?*Cs*52
1=1,2 N, 1 ,k=l ,2. C4. 2.135
Letting Q. (j denote the L^ norm, a new norm |- 1s
defined as follows.
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1. e.
I H I* s J  t|H »Cs3l + |HaC«3|Jda C4.
r
In the discrete form. C4.2.145 can be expressed as
H | „ - E h t CjH^s.Dl + j H ^ C s ^ p  Cl+OCh55 C 4. i
where h*max h.. Substituting C4.2.135 into C4.2.153,i i
truncation error under the new norm is
u**Cs * 5
I H  l» - =  e  h t if ar*-[—  ?] q
12N l = i i L ?'Cs *D2J
* 2. * u:*Cs*51
llcC s l ,S#D
+ ---- r
12N2 l=i
E h t if —  ; «u  ds' | cCs i
i J r  <r#c s #D 2 ilc v
p"CS ' 3 u * C s itS'5i r iv i *
E E h  | — ---------- |-----  d s ' | + o C * 5  C4.2
12N i = i i £'Cs'5
and furthermore.
I H l«s E E hif la^ -[ U|,CS 3J | K ke*f*'3
1 2 n l = i t as *- r C s ' D 2J 1
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2.145
2.155 
the
ds* |
S. 105 
| ds*
1 2 r u"Cs'5
-A__ E E.\ cc*ti J |— --- *| *lk d*#
12N2 l = i i £'Cs'52
a pJC**5 *
— j E E h  I | j| I u c* s*5| ds#
12N l = i i JT'Cs'52 lle
+ oC*5 C4. 2.
Reversing the summation and the integration in C4.2. 
and noting that the sum can be regarded as a Reimann sum, 
obtai n
-i 2 r m  r u"Cs'5 ^
I  H  |  s  E  J  | g ^ - f — S  - J  I d l t C s ' 3  d s '
12N 1 = 1 Jr QS *■ £'Cs'5*J lIC
z u"Cs'5
—   E c I I—    <5, 1,1 ds'
12N2 l = i J £'Cs'5* lk
z f P"Cs'D
E I I—   r| 9, k^ s* ^ ds' + oC~5 C4.2.
12N 1 = 1 £'Cs'5
where
q*kCs'5 * J |qlkCs.s'D| ds C4,.2.
g^ Cs '5 = J" |u*kCs,s'5| ds C4.2.
r
c* = J  cCs5 ds = . C4. 2.
r
Let
98
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175
175
we
185
195
205
215
In the next section, the above expression will be used as an 
error indicator in the adaptive h—r algorithm and the 
grading function is chosen such that E achieves its minimum 
val ue.
4.3 The Adaptive Algorithm
As described in the previous chapters, the optimal mesh 
problem can be considered as a minimization problem 
presented below
Obviously, the objective function in C4.3.15 is different 
from that discussed in chapter 3 for Laplace's equation. 
This is a very complicated optimization problem and it is 
difficult to find an analytic solution for it. Therefore, an 
iterative method has to be employed for solving C4.3.ID.
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min E =
z
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Express C4. 3. 13 as
rain E = f —     WC £ * . s * 3 ds* C4.3.23
£ 12N2 Jp £*Cs*32
where
2 r ?**Cs*3u*'Cs*3
WC?.s*3 = Z  ||   u ‘a>Cs*3 | q Cs'5
l=i *• ?*Cs*3
+ c |u«Cs*3| 6 lk + |p”Cs*3| g^Cs*^]. C4.3.33
Let £ * Cs* 3 and £*'Cs*3 in WC£.s*3 be known, then the £*Cs*3
»!„ E S  J  E " | _   _ | qlkCs-3 ds'
1 = 1 L J r  *• {*Cs*3 '12N2
ukCs#:> r pkCs,;> *+ c I -1 6ikds# + J \— ---------- l l | g Cs#:> ds 2 c*.3.i*
J K 12N 2 r L,eC<r*Cs*33 2 J
As Indicated in chapter 3. C4. 3. 43 is a classical problem
from the calculus of variations. The solution to the Euler- 
Lagrange equation associated with C4. 3. 43, ?Cx3 . can be 
expressed as
j" |wC£* ,s*:>Jlxsds*
£Cs3 - ------------------------ C4. 3. 53
J* JwC£* .s'^J^ds*
where S is the perimeter of the boundary. By the definition 
of grading function, the equation C4.3.53 can be rewritten
lOO
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as
N C4. 3. 6D
The asymptotic optimal mesh <s.> , 1. e. , the solution of
C4.3.2D. is determined by iteratively solving equation 
C4.3.63. This iteration procedure is
Initial mesh *♦ ? -♦ new mesh -Cs.> -+ £ . . .i
In general* the iteration continues until the difference of 
the meshes between two successive iterations is small 
enough, i.e.
r  Is — s*| < 6
^ 1 j j 1 tol
In practice, for the sake of convenience we directly solve
C4.3.63 for the optimal mesh <s.> in terms of the mesh
J
at the last iterative step of the h—r adaptive algorithm.
On the asymptotically optimal mesh, the objective 
function E in C4.3. ID achieves its minimum which can be 
expressed as
E -- — --- f f W ‘^sds 1 . C4. 3. 73
12N* -*r JO
We now describe the adaptive algorithm more 
systematically. One starts with a discretization of the 
boundary which is denoted byi <s >. Using this mesh, the
J
lOl
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approximate boundary element solution and the associated 
normal derivative are obtained by linear boundary elements. 
Based on the initial mesh Cinitial grading function} and the 
approximate solution. W is evaluated, in which u"CsD and 
p*'CsD are replaced by their numerical approximations and 
therefore, the truncation error function E is calculated.
If this truncation error in the relative sense is 
small. i.e.
no mesh refinement and redistribution are required Cu andn
specified tolerance CFor the explanation concerning ot. see 
section 3.3}. On the other hand, if inequality C4. 3. 7} is 
not satisfied. mesh refinement and redistribution are 
required. The new number of grid points is estimated from 
the 1nequali ty
Using the expression of E in C4.3.7} and solving the aboveO
inequality for N. the number of grid points on the new mesh 
may be obtained from
E C4. 3. 8}
p are the numerical solutions}. The variable c is a user
h      t o l
E
< £
lot
C4.3. 9Z>
K l *  -  “ |p h l «
]N = Int
r C4. 3.10}
^  1S C lU h U  +
102
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where IntCcl denotes the integer part of c.
Mesh redistribution is then performed by solving 
equati on C 4.3.S3.
The steps involved in the algorithm are summarized 
bel ow:
STEP 1 Specify an initial boundary element grid and
tolerance c ,.
lot
STEP 2 Solve the governing equation by linear boundary
element method and evaluate the functions q, , Cs3I k
and g* Cs3 defined in C4. 2. 193 and C4. 2. 203.Ik
STEP 3 Calculate {' and evaluate the distribution 
function in C4.3.35 on the boundary.
STEP 4 Calculate E in C4.3. ID and if the inequality 
C4.3.73 is satisfied, stop. Otherwise continue. 
STEP 5 Calculate the number of nodes from C4.3.103, 
i . e. refine.
STEP O Construct the optimal mesh by solving equation
C4. 3. 03.
STEP 7 Go to STEP 2.
The calculation details are similar to those considered in
section 3.3. Since function u..Cs. ,s'3 and p, , Cs. .s'3 for i =l k » .  I  k i
1,2 N and l,kBl,2 have been evaluated at Gaussian points
of each element in the quadrature routine of the boundary 
element program, q^Cs^.s'3 in C4.2.113 can be evaluated 
using trapezoid rule and furthermore, q lkCs*3 and g^Cs'3 
defined in C4.2.193 and C4. 2.203 can be evaluated similarly. 
?#Cs3 and ?"Cs3 can be constructed by using the initial
103
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mesh. Therefore, one can calcul ate WC£*.s*D without, 
excessive operation.
4.4 Numerical Results
In order to test the algorithm in the previous section, 
two examples from classical mechanics are discussed. The 
details of the numerical experimentation are described 
bel ow.
Example 4.1 We consider a plane stress problem where a
circular region is under a uniform pressure of intensity P.
The dimensions, boundary conditions and material properties
are given in figure 4.1. This problem possesses a closed
form analytical solution.
In order to test the adaptive algorithm, the initial
mesh was chosen as the uniform mesh in figure 4.1. After two
iterations the resulting mesh is shown in figure 4.2. The
initial and final numerical solutions are given respectively
in figures 4.3 and 4.4.
Table 4. 1 presents the error and convergence
information and the performance of the algorithm
corresponding to c “0.35*.
tol
104
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Table 4.1 The Error for the Circle under Uniform Pressure
i No. of E lu -u |* 1 lh" lu -u I ■ 2 2h»
No. Nodes »uhfl*+a I p J - 8UJ SU2 B
O
Initial 12 O • a
> 2. 83 V. 3.14 y.
1 20 O. 32 >S 2. 11 y» 2 .14 y.
2 22 O. 20 1. Ol y. 2 . 1 2  y.
miform 22 1. 71 y. 2.10 JS
CFor the definitions of g. | and g. j^, see section 4.2D
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\
Figure 4.1 The Initial Mesh for Ex. 4. 1 » diameter =6. O 
P=100.0. Young's modulus E**iOS, Poisson ratio t>=0.1
Figure 4.2 The Mesh in Iteration 2 for Ex. 4.1
lOO
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0.003-1
0.002-
INITIAL GRID
ITERATION 3
EXACT
.8 1.6.0 2.4 3.2
8 radians
Figure 4.3 The Displacement, in x Direction on the Circle
INITIAL GRIO
ITERATION
EXACT
.0-
.0 3.28 2.41.6
8 radians
Figure 4. 4 The Displacement in y Direction on the Circle
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Example 4.2 We now test a singular problem in spite of the 
fact that the theoretical analysis in section 4.2 is based 
on the hypothesis of a smooth solution. Consider the 
rectangular plate containing a centered crack under a mode I 
loading which was treated in chapter 2 using the optimal 
mesh algorithm. The plate is subjected to a uniform tension 
P. Due to symmetry. only one quarter of the plate is 
considered. Here the adaptive algorithm is still used along 
the section AB on which the crack lies.
The initial mesh distribution is shown in figure 4.5
with 40 linear boundary elements. The mesh after three
iterations is shown in figure 4.6. It contains 59 linear
boundary elements with a concentration at the crack tip. The
displacement on OA and traction on OB are shown in figures
4.7 and 4.8 respectively Cthe LR solution is obtained by the
same method as in chapter 2D. The tolerance of £ =15-2 isiol
used. For this singular problem, the numerical results after 
three iterations are much better than those on the initial 
mesh.
As a mode I problem, the stress intensity factor can be 
calculated from the crack opening displacement CCODZ) Csee 
Appendix II. 8. 5D , i.e..
K * J k  C4.4.13
4 VF
The comparison of the stress intensity factors for the 
initial, final and LR solutions are given in Table 4.3.
108
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Table 4. 2 The Error Tor the Central Crack Problem
i No. of E luLR-u |1 1 lh" C A03
■ LI ■lu —U . 1 * 2  2h» COBDNo. Nodes IUh ■ LI |1U4 1
■ LI .
lU2 I
O
Initial 42 3. 53 y 20. 11 y 8. 53 y
1 52 i. 3 9  y
1
13. 24 y 3. 40 y
2 57 i.i2  y 7. 49 y 2. 38 y
3 59 o. 88 y 3. 89 y 1. 07 y
Table 4.3 The Stress Intensity Factor for the Central
Crack Problem
i K
X lK i_K“ l
No. erf na K1"*
X
O
Initial ' 1.033 17. 30 y
1 i 1.139 8. 88 y
2 1. 177 5. 84 y
3 1. 199 4. 08 y
LR 1. 25
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1. H-------)-------b H-------1------- 1------- »-
C R A C K  T IP
0 H 1---1---1---1---1---H
- 1 .  a B 1.
Figure 4.5 In it ia l Mesh for C entre C rack (h -r  M e th o d )
1. d 1--------1--------1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- b
.0
C R A C K  T I P
\
4-----------1-----------1--------1— I—I - 1—I I I I Ml IHHHUU 1—I—f-
-1. A B 1.
Figure 4.6 T h e  M esh in  Ite ra tio n  3 for C entre  Crack (h -r  M e th o d )
no
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3 5 - i n i t i a l  GRID
ITERATION 3
EXACT LR
. 5 . 7 5 1
X
Figure 4.7 The Displacement in y Direction on CB Ch-rD
4 0 1
IN ITIAL GRID
ITERATION 3
EXACT LR
20-
- 1.. -.5 .0 5
Figure 4.8 The Displacement in y Direction on AC Ch-rD
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter* the combined adaptive h-r algorithm 
proposed in chapter 3 is extended to the Navier's equation 
for linear elasticity. Although this is a parallel 
development to the Laplace equation* the theoretical 
analysis and the proposed algorithm are more complex due to 
the presence of a strongly singular kernel. The numerical 
results for the two benchmark problems are satisfactory. The 
effectiveness of the algorithm is however more pronounced in 
the second case.
112
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Chapter Five 
Stability and Singularity
5.1 Introduction
The discretization or a domain plays an important role 
in the quality of the numerical solution of differential 
equations. In both the r and h-r algorithms. an error 
function is minimized in order to find the optimal mesh and 
therefore, the optimal mesh is very much dependent on the 
nature of the error function. The general discussion on the 
stability of the optimal mesh algorithm is presented in this 
chapter. This discussion requires several concepts which are 
defined as follows.
Definition S. 1 TCxZ> is a distribution function defined on 
[a.b] if TCxD is nonnegative and not identically zero in 
Ca.b] Ci.e. . TCx5>0 and TCxSssOD.a
The error function associated with a distribution 
function TCxD and a particular mesh can be defined as
b _r _ *-*-T
ECT.?D = f ---  dx CS. i.lD
* * #T
where t>0» ? is any grading function related to the above
mesh and £*=d£/dx.
Definition 5.2 Let TCxD be a distribution function defined 
on Ca.b]. The mesh constructed by
113
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£iTCxDdx .
a -  c s . i . 2 Db N
TCxDdx
a.
is said to be the optimal mesh with respect to TCxD. a
The grading function corresponding to an optimal mesh 
is expressed by
£TC xD dx
£CxD =  £------    CS. 1. 3DrTC xD dxa
In Carey and Dinh’s algorithm C123. r=2Ck+l-mD and
1.SV2 Ck*-i-m>+ll
TCxD « | W'1 CxD|
Differentiating both sides of C5.1. 3D , we have
TCxD
£ * CxD - — — ---------  C5.1.4D
[ TCxDdx
■* a
The error function in CS. i.lD on the optimal mesh can be 
calculated by substituting CS.1. 4D into CS.1.1D leading to
EqCTD “ [ J  TCxDdxJ CS. 1.5D
Definition 5.3 E^CTD in CS. l.SD is said to be the optimal 
error with respect to the distribution function TCxD.o
In practice, the distribution function is unknown and a 
numerical approximation is used to represent it. This causes
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an error in the optimal error indicator E CT5( and theo
optimal mesh distribution. The effect of a small 
perturbation in the grading function has been considered in 
C12 3. These results were obtained under two crucial 
hypotheses on the distribution function as follows:
C T h e  d l a i r l b u i l o n  f u n c t i o n  TCx2> la s t r i c t l y  p o sitive,
1. e.
TCx5 > c > O C5. 1. 05
where c is a constant Independent of N Cthe number of nodes 
in the domain).
Cb5 The distribution function is cohtlnuous on [a,b]. 
Clearly, not all problems satisfy these two conditions. 
Pereyra and Sewell C 373 have given a discussion on the 
stability and the convergence of the optimal mesh algorithm 
under restriction Cb5 and the quasi-uniformness of the mesh 
Ci.e. , Cmax h.5/Cmin h.5 £ const. 5. In their discussion, thet v
distribution functions are not required to satisfy 
condition Ca5. Loosely speaking, they introduced a class of 
modified distribution functions defined by
TCx5 - max <TCx5,.c>. £>0 CS. 1.75
which are strictly positive. The optimal mesh with respect 
to this strictly positive modified distribution function is 
quasi—uniform. However, the error indicator is not 
asymptotically optimal, i.e.
IE CT5 - E CT5 I -✓—> O as N— >oos o o ■
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In chapters 2, 3 and 4, we have shown that, the optimal
mesh algorithm works for problems involving no singularities 
but the improvement is not dramatic. The numerical results 
show that for problems with singularity in the domain, the 
improvement in the solution quality is more evident. 
However, in such examples restriction CbZ> 'is not satisfied. 
Furthermore,ithe optimal mesh does not satisfy the condition 
of quasi-uniformness presented by Pereyra and Sewell.
In this chapter, a discussion on the stability of the 
optimal mesh and the optimal error Indicator with respect to 
a strictly positive and continuous distribution function is 
presented. We later extend the discussion into a class of 
singular distribution functions. For the general case, a
«A»
class of modified distribution functions TC x5 is used to 
replace the exact distribution functions. The optimal mesh 
with respect to the modified distribution function is k— 
regular Cto be defined laterD. For this modified class, the 
error indicator and the mesh are asymptotically optimal, 
i.e.,
|EqCTD - EqCTD g  > O as H— >co C5. 1.85
and
|x - x j  — > O as N— >oo CS. 1.Q5
A A
for some norm, where E^CTD and <x^> are the optimal error 
indicator and the optimal mesh with respect to the modified
Aw
distribution function TCx5. The analysis presented is rather
H O
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theoretical in nature but of fundamental importance in the 
numerical algorithm used in the previous chapters.
5.2 Continuous Distribution Functions
For a continuous distribution function satisfying the 
condition Ca) in section 5.1* the optimal error indicator 
E^CTD is continuously dependent on the distribution function 
TCxD 1121. Mathematically. this means that for any two 
distribution functions T^CxD and T^CxD satisfying CaD and 
CbD, there exists a constant c independent of M such that
IE C T )  - E CT D I
* 0 4  O 2 ■
E CT 'D
O 2
< c |Tt - t 2| C 5 .  2. ID
In the following theorem, we will extend the result of 
C5.2. ID to show that the optimal mesh is also continuously 
dependent on the distribution function.
Theorem 5. 1 Let T^CxD and T^CxD e C°[a,b3 be strictly
A 2positive. If Cx^D and Cx^D are two optimal meshes with
respect to T CxD and T CxD. there exists a constant c>0 such r 1 2
that
max |x* - x*| < c |T “ T | C5.2.2D
i 1 1.
Proof: By the definition of the optimal mesh in Section 5.1* 
the optimal meshes <x*> and <x*> satisfy
117
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* r r ci  a. X
N A
X
xDdx
------. CS. 2. 3D
and
a
. C
N A
2
T CxDdx
a 2 ----- C5.2. 4D
when e A t i
a
A= J T^dx . and A2*=f T^dx. Subtracting C5. 2. 4D from
■'  •'a.
CS.2.3D gives
& z
riT CxDdx - | lT CxDdx « -i—  CA - A D  1 J 2 N * 2w. ■'a
Furthermore
1 2
J V ^  CxDdx - CAt - A^D - j 1 CT i-T2Ddx . CS. 2. SD
■^2 a.
Xi
By the mean value theorem, CS. 2. SD can be simplified to
2
Cxf - xfi - — — f-i-CA - A 5 - l iC T  -T 3dxl
1 1 1 1 K  * 1 J
2 i
CS. 2. CD
1 2where x.eCx. , x,D. By C5. 2. SD » we obtain i v i
dx . CS. 2. 7D
Since T2Cx D is strictly positive. C5.2.2D can be obtained
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directly from CS. 2. 73. a
It has been proven C 37 3 that the optimal mesh with
Ca.b3 is quasi—uniform. We will prove that the condition of 
strict positiveness is also necessary for the quasi— 
uniformness of the mesh as follows.
Theorem 5. 2 If TCx3gC°C a , b ] , then the optimal mesh with 
respect to TCx3 is quasi—uni form if and only if TC x3 is 
strictly positive.
Proof: The sufficient condition has been proved in E37J. We
only prove the necessary condition. Let <x ^>n be the quasi — 
uniform optimal mesh with respect to TCx3. i.e. for any N 
there exists a constant c>0 such that
respect to a strictly positive distribution function TCx3eC,o
max h.
CS. 2. 83
mi n h.
By equation C5.1.23, we obtain
1 CS. 2. 93
A A
a
index m on which h. has its minimum and CS. 2.83 givest
h. TCx 3
v m
h TCxt3TO
Since h iCbt-a3/N and TCx 3 “max TCx.3, we obtainm t
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TCx.? > max TCx.3tr c v C5. 2. 103
Since TCx3 is continuous in Ia,b] , then for a large enough 
N. CS.2. 103 leads to
TCx3 > -i—  max TCx3 > O. c
i.e. , TCx3 is strictly positive in Ca.bJ.a
5.3 Singular Distribution Functions
In Section 5.2 we restricted our discussion to a 
continuous and strictly positive distribution function. In 
this section we extend the results to a class of singular 
distribution functions of the type
TCx3 - |x-x*| “ fCx3 . C5. 3.13
which arise in those singular problems shown in chapters 3 
and 4. In C5.3.13, one has -1 < ct < O and fCx3 e C°£a,b3. 
Obviously. TCx3 in C5.3.13 does not satisfy condition Cb3 if 
fCx3 is strictly positive and a<0.
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that x =a. 
Clearly, the optimal mesh with respect to the distribution 
function C5.3. 13 is not quasi—uniform.
The .concept of k—regularity which plays an important 
role in this case was used by Babuska and Rhelnboldt in £53. 
The definition is as follows:
Definition 5.4 Let be a set of partitions on ta.bl. Then 
n is said to be k— regular with k > O, if there exists a 
constant c>0 independent of N such that
120
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C max h.Dk
min h.
X.
-—  < c. u CS. 3. 3D
Theorem 5.3 If f CxD is strictly positive, the optimal mesh 
with respect to TCxD in CS. 3. ID is k regular with k « 
1/Cl+oD.
Proof: By CS. 2. 9D and CS. 3. ID, we obtain
1 fCx D ha** CS. 3.3DN o+l i i
h^ can now be obtained from C5.3. 3D, resulting in
h = fACag^l
* *NfCx
i/(atx }
CS. 3. AD
DJl
On the other hand, by CS. 2.9D ,
1 fCx.D h.Cx.-aDa < -4r- f h.ha for i>lN a+1 i i i o+l M i l
CS. 3. 5D
where f. =max fCxD and x.eCx ,x.D. Substituting CS. 3. ADU x. v - i  v
into CS. 3.SD, h. can be obtained from CS. 3. SD
. ^  A C o + iD  fA C o+lD D
h* f e r J
- o x  ( a t  i>
for i>l. CS.3.6D
DJl
Since fCxD is strictly positive, combining CS.3.AD and 
CS. 3.6D gives
h - min h. > ----£---  CS. 3. 70m x .. lX C O tlJ
N
where c is a positive constant. Similarly, using CS.2.9D,
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we obtai n
max h. = max ---- —--- < rr^ r— CS. 3. 85
M TCS.3 NTm
where T =max TCxD. Since TCxD is also strictly positive*7ft
combining C5. 3. 75 and CS. 3. 85 leads to
C max h.55* C max h.5k ..Jc
v v < const.---- ----  . C5. 3. 95rain h. h ’ Vfix<oi+i>
I IT) N
The inequality CS. 3. 95 means that the optimal mesh is 
k—regular provided that k > l/Ca+15. d
If f CxD is strictly positive, for the class of 
distribution functions in CS.3.15 the continuous dependence 
results CS. 2. 1 and 5.2.25 are still true.
In theorem 5.3, condition Cb5 was basically removed 
while condition Ca5 still holds. We now try to weaken both 
conditions Ca5 and Cb5 by considering the following types of 
singular distribution functions
TCx5 - Cx-a5Cljx*-x|^gCx5 CS. 3.105
where (3>0 and gCx5eC°Cab3. An example of this case was 
seen in chapter 3 Ccentre crack with QBEMD. Obviously, TCx5 
above has its root in the domain if a<0, (3>0 and gCx5 is
strictly positive. Hence TCx5 does not satisfy conditions 
C a5 and C b5.
Without loss of generality, we assume that there is 
only a unique root in Ca.b] and x **b. « We now define a 
modified distribution function TCx5 of TCx5 as
122
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S.
TCx5 — max <TCx5 , c> CS. 3. 115
and
V£ —
where V is a positive constant and O £ y < min <l,/3> and 
.
Theorem S. <1 For /?>O , the optimal mesh with respect to the 
modified distribution function CS.3.113 is k—regular with 
k=1SiC1 — y5 Ca+153 provided that gC x5 eC°C a , b ] is strictly 
positive.
Proof: Let -Cx^> be the optimal mesh with respect to TCx5.
Since o<0, f3>0 and y>0, then
TC x5 * max <C x-aD aC b-xD ^ gC x 5. >
where gy=max gC x5. Hence for a large enough N, there exists 
a positive constant such that
< max <Cb—aD^g Cx—a3a , V > C5. 3. 125
TCx5 < C C x-aZ)a CS. 3. 135a
By CS. 2. 95 and CS. 3.135,
Cx. —a5 a* l1 CS. 3.14,5
Since c*<0. the inequality CS. 3.145 reduces to
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A ^ — T- hf+1 C5. 3.153N Ot+1 i
and hr obtained from CS.3. 1SD is expressed as
i x<ci+i>
hi ~ [■  ^ ) ±=1.2.....N. CS. 3. 163
Again using CS. 2. 9} gives
TCx3dx > h. 1*1.2.....N.
x . N r  1i-i
i.
hL ~ ~V 7^  ’ C5.3.173i v Ni r
Combining CS. 3.163 and C5. 3.173 leads to
C max h.3* C
V ^ .. *   CS. 3.163min h. ..kci-x)-l/catui N
where is a positive constant. Obviously, when
k > C l + c O C l - j O
the right hand term of CS.3.183 is bounded, i.e. the mesh is 
k-r egular.
On the other hand, since a<0, for a large enough N and 
xeC a , x^l ,
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TCx3 = max <Cx-a3fcb—x3 ^ gCxD . ——  ■ > = Cx-a3CICb-x3^gCx3 .
Nr
Replacing fCx3 in C5. 3. 4,1) with Cb—x3^gCx3, we obtain
h - f ___1
4 ^Cb-x y  fCx
1/ < Ot+ 1 >
CS. 3. 1Q3
For xeE x ,bl ,
N - i
TCx3 max <Cx-aZ> b-x3^gCx3 . > > max <C Cb-x5^, >
N r  9
CS. 3. 203
where C =Cb-aD g . g =min gCx3. Then by CS. 2.933 m m
max <C Cb—x3^,3
L -1 hr
CS. 3. 213
Since
max <C Cb-x3^. >
V
[ ^L C Cb-x3^ a
z<x<b
a£x^z
where
z ** b — yr] CS. 3.223
If z<xw » the inequality C5.3. 213 reduces toN ■ 1
A V* < h _JL_
m  Ny
i.
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If . then the right hand term in CS. 3.213 can beH ■* 1
divided into two integrations and CS.3.203 can be expressed 
as
b v . —  dx 
Y
N -  1
and furthermore
tt £ jjsr t - C ' ’1 * -7?  Cb~=>
N
i.
TXT ~ <TXT ««>• to- s
Substituting CS.3.225 into C3. 3. 245
a a
Simplifying CS. 3. 255 gives
h N  <  «♦/*>»'«»*<»» ( - £ ) * " *  ^  - • CS.:
Substituting C5.3.2S5 into CS.3.215 gives
< J b m»x <C2+/»,' ,1*'5> r_V.l1'/*i V >
JxN 4 *■ C3J' Hr
. 245
. 255
. 205
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where C is a. positive constant and the h obtained from•* N
C5.3.273 can be expressed as
CS. 3. 283
Combining CS.3.233 and CS.3.283, for any case
Cs CS. 3. 2Q3
Finally, by using CS.3.193 and CS.3.293, we obtain
Cmax h.3k const. CS. 3. 303min h.V
The combination of the inequalities CS. 3.183 and CS. 3.303 
means that the optimal mesh is k— regular with k*l/Cl— y3 
Ca+13. □
It should be noted that theorem 5.3 is a special case 
of theorem S. 4 when V=0 and ft-y— >O , in which case. TCx3 = 
TCx3. In general, the parameters y and V can be used to 
adjust the density of mesh distribuion.
Theorem S. 3 Letting {3>0 and gCx3eC°ta,bJ be strictly 
posi ti ve, one has
CS. 3. 313
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Proof: Let, x be the smallest root of the following equation71
TCxD - Cx-aDb-xD^gCxD = — C5. 3. 32D
U r
i.e..
  f V 1 >Cb-x 3 = I-—  ----    1 C5. 3. 33D
™ Cx -aDagCx D«>m m
Since
|T - T|li < f_ JTCx} - TCxD jdx 
■'x
m
then
JT - TJl i < + C x-aD aC b-xD ^ gC xD J dx
i . e.
—  va
|T - T| i <  f-^-Cb-x ,D +  — Cb-x D^+11 CS. 3. 340 ■ Bl- ^ m  C(3+15 m J
where xeCx , bD. Substituting CS. 2.31D into the inequality
7A
C5. 3. 343 gives
P  - TL* 5 Jlrsft C3.3.3S3
where b^ is a positive constant.
On the other hand, letting be the largest root of
equation CS. 3. 3 2D , i.e.
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■then
TCx3 2s ———  for x < x 2£ b
Ny “
Hence
|T - Tjj^ i > J_ - TCx^J dx . C5.3. 373
Since
£x M
TCx3dx = Cb-XM^ +1 CS. 3. 383
where xeCx^,b3 » substituting C5.3.383 into CS.3.373 reduces 
it to
«T -  f XpllaQCi0y b - x „ 3 P)C b - ^ 3 . C 3 . 3 . 3 9 i
By substituting CS.3.303 into CS. 3.393, we obtain
|T - T| a fv Cx^^gCjOV -j 1 Cb_£ cs.3.403
 ^ C/3+13CX -a3 gCx 3J Nr' M M
A _
Note that x, x^ — >b as N— >oo. Hence for a large enough N,
V ----- Cx-a3agCx3V---  > b > © CS. 3. 4,13
C/3+13CxM - a 3 g C x M3 2
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where fc>2 is a positive constant. Finally. substituting 
C5. 3. 363 and CS. 3. 413 into CS. 3. 403 gives
±y(3 b
T - Tfl * >1   1  %--  . CS. 3. 423
,1-‘ 3 J nr*fl'r •-a3 gC:M M
Now, CS.3.313 can be obtained directly by combining CS.3.423 
and C5. 3. 353.0
We are also able to extend the continuous dependence 
results for the optimal error and the optimal mesh presented 
in section S. 2 into the class of singular distribution 
functions. By CS. 2. 13 and theorem S. S. we can prove the 
following corollary:
Corollary With the notation and hypothesis in theorem S. S.
IE CT3 - E CT3 I * o o *
E CT3 o
S O (^t W )  CB. 3.433
Similarly, the extension of theorem 5.1 into the class 
of singular distribution functions is described below. 
Theorem 5. S Let /?>O , gCx3eC°Ca,bl be strictly positive and
<x.> and <x. > be the two optimal meshes with respect to TCx3
V V
and TC x3 respectively. Then, there exists a constant c>0 
independent of N such that
max | x. — x. I < — -—775 - C5. 3. 443
1 1 Hr &
Proof: Replacing T Cx3 , T Cx3. <x*> and <x?> with TCx3.1 2 I v
A A
TCx3, <x3 and Cx^>respectively in the proof of theorem 5.1,
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inequality CS. 2. 73 can be expressed as
K  " * *~§-  |T - T| C3.3.453
TCx. 3 1V
A y
where x. e CminCx. ,x.3-, max-Cx. , x. >2). Since TCx3£V/N » thenL V I  v v
CS.3.453 reduces to
* 2N^ <*■
K  " X J  - - ^7- IT " T lL- C5.3.4S5
1
Finally using the theorem 5. 5 gives
K  - *i I * -I" D CS. 3. 473
The corollary of theorem S. S and theorem S.© shows that 
the mesh and error with respect to the modified distribution 
function are asymptotically optimal.
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Chapter Six 
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have discussed the stability or the 
Carey and Di nh * s optimal algorithm and have presented a 
systematic simulation of the adaptive mesh redistribution 
algorithm. A combined adaptive h—r algorithm for the 
boundary element method is developed which is applicable to 
the Laplace equation and the equation of linear elasticity. 
Some Important comments are summarized below:
1. The adaptive algorithms shown in this thesis can easily 
be incorporated into the commercial boundary element codes 
for the potential and elasticity equations. Numerical 
results have indicated that the CPU time of the optimal 
algorithm for Laplace's equation and linear elasticity 
equation constitute only five percent and two percent of the 
total CPU time, respectively.
2. By using these adaptive algorithms, considerable 
improvement in the solution quality can be made. This is 
particularly true for problems involving singularities 
Ccracksi. In fracture mechanics it is very important to 
obtain accurate information in the vicinity of the crack.
3. The deficiency of the r—method is that the error 
indicator converges to a minimum value and cannot be made
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arbitrarily small. Therefore, the combined adaptive h—r 
algorithm exhibits a better performance when compared to 
the r —method. In this combined adaptive algorithm, the mesh 
distribution and the complexity of the problem are altered 
simultaneously such that the error indicator is minimized to 
fall below a given tolerance.
4. The theoretical analysis of the effect associated with 
the numerical approximation to the exact distribution 
function has been less explored CSO]. The numerical 
experiments in this thesis indicate that the interpolation 
approximation of the numerical solution is reasonable.
5. For almost all 'adaptive boundary element algorithms 
known, the main drawback is the computing cost. The adaptive 
algorithms presented in this thesis are still expensive, 
compared with the adaptive finite element methods. A 
preliminary iterative scheme for solving the global linear 
system of (equations in the case of constant boundary 
elements was explored by Schipper C533. Further research has 
not been pursued. Perhaps one should focus on the cost of 
constructing the global matrix which is the main part in a 
three dimensional boundary element method for an adaptive 
fashion.
8. Another deficiency of the optimal mesh algorithm is its 
restriction to two dimensions. Since these algorithms are 
based on the concept of equidistribution of a certain error 
indicator [12,17,583, for the error function RCx,y> in two 
variables* the mesh on a two-dimensional surface which
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equidist.ribut.es the error function surface is not unique and 
unstable although in some cases, the mesh can be determined 
CIS]. Hence, the interpretation of the optimal mesh 
algorithm in the present form is limited and needs further 
research for implementation in three-dimensional boundary 
elements.
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Chapter Seven 
Append!x I
7.1 The Proof of Theorem 2.1
Theorem 2.1 With the notation in chapter 2, if WCx5e 
Ca.bl and the distribution function TCx5=£W<le'*‘1 *Cx532 is
strictly positive, the global error Con the Hm—seminorm. 
m<k5 can be expressed as
■ _ fb [W,k+1>Cx3]2 . ^ „e I = C ----- .....-- -- - dx + oC*5 C7.1.15
■ ■ J , - , . 2 < k t i - m >■'a C <, J
where C is a constant, £Cx5 is the grading function defined
in chapter 1 and oC*0 denotes an infinitesimal quantity of
the term ahead it as N— >oo.
Proof: Differentiate C2. 2.15
.no, , m r J - Pe Cx5 = F. J J  ~
x«£x. . x. 1 CT. 1.25v-t x.
where
W*Cx5 = W[x°,x 1,. . . ,xk ,x]i i i
By the lemma 2.2,
1 3 5
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j Pm* . Cp+k+i>
where r)eCx. .x.D. Since WCxDeCTni’k',‘4Ca,b3 , equation C7. 1.33
V - l  l
leads to
|dpw v
dxp
< M for p<m. C7. 1.40
where M is a positive constant. 
On the other hand.
•n»— p  k  q  a
 -----  TT Cx - xJZ> = Cm—pD ! r TT Cx - x j. m-p , • • t “  ■ 1 x
d x  J = 0  — q  1 =  1<ot >el 
I k
C7. 1. 53
where q=k —m+p+1 and is a set of all combinations of q
entries in <0,1.....k>.
For any xeC x t _ *• 3 and q > k-m+1, i.e. p>0. obviously
we have
q  a  f  k - m t i  a  ^
E jjc>c-x. 3 «ol £ I J C x  - x  3| .
<a, 1 = 1 to., l*‘ JI k  I k
By C7.1.35, for p>0
Vdx j =o J (dx j =o J
By the property of divided differences.
C7.1. CD
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w*c*° " CF^I3T  • C7.1.73
where , x. 3.x. — i i.
Noting that W*C x3 is strictly positive in Ca,b] and 
combining C7. i . 43 and C 7. 1.63 gives
&  E=yicx ■ ■ o(v,'ci3& iircx ■ ^*3)
for p>0. C7. 1.03
Substituting C7.1.83 into C7.1.23, the global error can be 
expressed as
TT) k
e <m>Cx3 = W*Cx3 |J Cx - x^l + oC*3
m  j =o *■ •*
Furthermore, by C7.1.33 for p=0, we obtain
e tm>Cx3 - W*Cx3 mil r  TT Cx - x. ‘3 I + oC*3(
k - m t i  a  "j
E  TT cx - V H
<a. 1 - 0  JI  k
Therefore the error in subinterval Cx. .x.] isi -i i
. . , J*C „ f k-»ti o» 32
|e |* =] Cm! 3 C W Cx332 | £  Cx - x. l3 I
•*i-i W  >el!c-n'+1 1 = 1 V j
+ oC «3
By the mean value theorem.
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„ /i f k — m* 1 a, 1I E TT Cx - x ^ 5
x . 1 -k-nnt 1 1 = 4 I
v -  4  v < c r  > e l .  J
d x
- M t 4 4 J
I  k
+ oC*5 C7. 1.93
where r.eCx. *x.5. Using the transformation
s 4 1 - 4  4 3
Cx—x^5 =th^, 
where h. =Cx. —x. 5 , and noting
i i i-4 **
Ol OL
Cx - x.S = Cx - x  5 — Cx. - x. 5
4 i-4 4 4-4
we obtai n
k - m + - 4 C» k - m + 4  ,  _
T T  Cx - x ; D = T T  |th.- Ch. +h. + . . . +h. )1
1 =  4 1 1 =  4 t  V V4 42 4.0^ J
i . e.
k -TTI+ 4 a k-t-l-Trj k — m-t- 4 - 011 h. »
TT c* - *,> = hi TT («v r ”h“j
1 =  4  1 =  4  0 = 4  i J
C7. 1. 105
where h. =Cx“ — x*~5. Substituting C7.1.105 into C7.1.Q5
48 4 i
leads to
2 < k 4 -tt»> •♦• 4  .  f k - m + 4
Je^lj - CW^CC^mM2^  J E TT
I k
a. L , 2
dx + oC*5. C7.1.115
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Letting
IKhi.J\9 - £  f e  k fr” - e 1 - ^ ] |  *
° K a  >el -Tn 1=0 0 = 1 v J
then
|e<Tn> J* = tWi*CCi^32h* ‘k<'1_w>i'*H + oC *0. C7.1.125
By the deifinition of grading function
hi» " Kk ------- C7.1.133
nk £'C£°:>i
where x® eCx®~1,x°D andt t. t
k 1 1h = £  h. * -  ------  C7. 1.143v is n ... — v»=i f Cx.Dv
where x. eCx , x. 3. By using C7.1.143 and C7.1.135,
V V - 1 u
HChij#.htD can be expressed as
J
l r k-m+l ^  “l f'Cx.^'l2
E TT - E ---- z H  dt
o I Tk-mti 1 = 1 ^ a = l k£' Cx. D-Mv<oi. >el, i 'i k
and furthermore
^  r k-m+i , r c o  ai .'i2
H = J E TT ft--- z — dt
° Ua >eIk_Tn+1 1 = 1 0 = 4 ?'Cx.DJJ
i. e
13Q
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J1 f k-mti , a^’Cx.DE  TT («- - - — ]
a 1 T k—m. 1 1=1 *■ k J'CxJ J )K<a, >el. t ^
2
dt C7.1.153
L k
where x.eCx. . x.3. Substituting C7. 1.153 and C7.1.143 into
i i - l  i **
C7.1.123, we obtain
* Cx.3^
+ oC*3 C7.1.163
Adding the two sides of equation C7.1.163 respectively for 
1=1,2..... N lead to
. . . 2 N , „ .2lktl-m>
I <=»., _ Cm. 3 E  [W CC.332-- f— 1--1 h.
HCx ,?.?'3 -*• oC*3. C7. 1.173i i
Bfy equality C7.1.73,
" f E W w ‘k" ’cfi3
mm ^  A __
where C _ , x^3. Since x^ , x^ , x^ and C ^ e C x ^ ^ . x ^ ,  a s
N—  > oo. •
„ . / [  r  ' W ^ - 2 ? 2 - ) U
J<3 1 Tle-m*i lal *■ k £ * C X. 3 JJVa. >el, % v *I i k
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where H is a constant independent or index i. Hence the 
right hand or C3. 1.192) can be expressed in an integral form, 
i . e.
(m> u 28 (ktl> C x D  32
H - dx + oC*0 C7.1.18Z>
Let
C -
n2(k +1—m>
At this point, the theorem is immediately derived from 
C3. i. ao:>. o
7.2 The Extension or Mean Value Theorem
Theorem 7. 1 Let r C x D e C ° C a ,bJ . gCx2> > O and f CxDgCxD be
integrable in interval C a , bl and lim rCxD = +co. Then there
exists £eCa,bZ> such that
C7. 2. ID
Proor: Let
141
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fcx d mi n fC xD 
xei a , b i
Then
fCx3gCx3dx > fCx^) gCx^dx C7. 2. 2D
Since lim fCxD = +co and gCxD>0, there exists x eCa,bD such
2
By the continuity of fCxD in Cx^.x^J and the intermediate 
value theorem, combining C7. 2. 2D and C7.2.3D results in 
C7. 2. ID. □
7.3 The Basic 'Formulation of The Boundary Element Method
In this section we attempt to present a general 
formulation for the boundary integral equations arising from 
elliptic boundary value problems. As special cases, the 
boundary integral equations for the potential and the 
elasticity problems are considered.
Let ft be a bounded domain in Rn, n=2 or 3, with a 
sufficiently smooth boundary dft. The results for unbounded 
domains can be similarly obtained under some additional 
growth conditions at infinity.
Consider a second order linear partial differential 
equation with the appropriate boundary conditions
L u “ O in ft
x—> a.
that
C7. 2. 3D
142
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B u = g on X I  C7. 3. 15
where L is a second order linear differential operator. B is
a boundary differential operator and u: Q£RN— >H where H is
a finite dimensional real Hilbert space.
Let <e 5 be an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert space H 
P
and u*: Qxf}~CCx,x5 I x«=Q > — > H be the fundamental solutions
P 1 it
of operator L. i.e. . satisfies
L*u*C x, y5 = 6Cx-y5e C7. 3. 25
p P
#
where 6 is the Dirac distribution function. L is the
adjoint operator of L. Hence
<u*. Lu> - <L*u*. u> « div ACu.u**5 C7. 3. 35
p P P
it
where < . > denotes the inner product and ACu.u 5 is the
bilinear concomitant.
Let x ^ L  Integrating both sides of equation C7.3.35
over D and using the divergence theorem.
J C<u**Cx,y5,LuCv5> — <L*u**Cx.y5 .uCy5> 3dVCy5 
O p ‘ p
f ACuCy5 . u*Cx.y55 »nCy5dsCy5 C7. 3. 45
J PXI
where nCy5 is the unit outward normal to O at the point y 
and the dot denotes scalar product in RN. Using C7.3.15 and 
C7. 3. 25 . C7. 3. 45 can be simplified as
143
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< e , u> = f AC u . u*3 «n ds 
P J Art
C7. 3. S3
If the operator L has an explicit form
C7. 3. 63
where a.., b. and c are linear operators on H. then C7.3. S3 
*
can be replaced by
where r is the segment of sphere of radius £ around point 
£
x. For xelntO where IntO is the interior of Cl,
c Cx3 = O. pq
For xedH, c Cx3 is dependent upon the smoothness of the pq
144,
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C7. 3. 73
where
and
The <e ,u> in C7. 3.73 can be expressed as
P
< e . u> = r  c Cx3uCx3 p q pq q C7. 3. 83
where c Cx3 is given by pq
boundary 90. If the boundary is smooth in a small 
neighbourhood of point x, then
c Cx5 - <5 
pq pq
Hence, in this case we obtain a boundary integral equation 
as fol1owi ng
^  uCx5 = f <u*Cx,y5,D uCy5>dsCy5
2  J o n  p
The equation C7. 3. 95 is the fundamental equation in the
boundary element method.
If u is prescribed on the boundary CDirichlet
condition5. equation C7.3.93 is the well-known Fredholm
integral equation of the first kind. If D u is prescribed onn
the boundary C Neumann condition^, the equation C7.3.93 is
the Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. A more
common case is a mixed boundary condition in which on part
of dCl, u is prescribed and on the rest of dO. D u is given.n
We now consider two special cases,
Ca5 Potential problem
If the operator L is the Laplace operator on the scalar
valued function u: QSRN --> R4, the equation C7.3.15 is a
Laplace equation, namely
14,5
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f <D u*Cx, y5 , uCy5>dsCy5 
J OCl n
C7. 3. 95
A u = O in Ci
“ lao - f C7.3.105
i
&U | _
dnldO ~ 9 
2
where 3Ci ■+■ dfl = dO. In this case, the fundamental solution 
1 2
of operator A can be expressed as
u*Cx.yI> = ~  In C7.3.11D
*y
in two dimensions CN=22> and
" CN-23 co  ln " b l  C7.3.1S3
N - i  r
xy
in N C>2) dimensions. where r = I x-y I is the distance
xy * *
between the points x and y in R and  ^ is the surface 
area of the sphere in R .
CbD Linear elasticity
If L is the Lame operator, equation C7. 3.1D is the 
Navi er equati on
Lu = p Au + CX+p3grad divCuD = O in O C7. 3.133
where p>0 and X>— 2p/N are Lame constants and uCxZ) = Cu^,u^,
. u D is the displacement vector at x^5 and the boundary
conditions can be expressed as
u lao “ f
p l«i “ 0 
2
14,0
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where p is boundary traction
In this case* the fundamental solution or the Lame 
operator for two-dimensional plane strain is
^ - 1 f_ - . 1 c dr dr 1n — 6..+ —  tt—  Iu . . C x , y2> = fc3-4t01 - <5 h L r tji j SfiGC 1 —2^ 0 ^ i
and
Plk~ ~ 4.ttC
1 fdr L, - ^ _ dr dr
1 -lO r [dn [ y Ik dxL dx^J
- C1-2^  ( % " k - %  n 0 ]  C7.3.1S3
where <5.. is the Kronecker delta, i> and G are Poisson's 
'•a
ratio and shear modulus, respectively. For plane stress, i> 
is replaced by v=v/'CL +iO .
In this thesis, we only concentrate on the two 
dimensional problem. Without the body force and interior 
sources, the integral equations in the two cases can be 
expressed as
cC xD uC xD + j  p*Cx.yD uCyDdy = J  u**Cx,y3pCy^dy C7. 3.103
r  r
where xeT is the arc length coordinate and pCx3 is the
£4
normal derivative of function uCx3. The variable p Cx,y3 is 
also the normal derivative of u Cx.yD on the boundary. cCx3 
is a constant and only dependent upon the local geometrical 
smoothness of the boundary. If the boundary is smooth in a 
small neighbourhood of point x. then cCx!>sl/2.
14,7
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j = O, 2,. . . ,k be a further partition of where J] P « T. 
Approximating uCx5 and pCx5 through piecewise interpolation 
polynomials of degree k ,
uCx5 si r  B.jCx3ui = BiCxDTui C7. 3.175
. X V
J
pCx5 ss £ B.jCx5p.j = B tCx5Tpi C7.3. 185
j *■
where B.JCx5 . J « O. 1,.. ,k, are the basis functions ofi
interpolation of order k in the subinterval tx^^.x^J
satisfying
B.jCx, 5 = 6., .\ k jk
Replacing uCx5 and pCx5 in C3.2.165 with C3.2.175 and 
C3. 2. 185, respectively, leads to
cCx5uCx5 + J} ^  p^Cx,y5BvCx5Tuvdy ® JJ |  u*Cx,y5BiCx5Tpidy.
r L r i
C7. 3. 165
Imposing C3. 2.185 at x=x£»
CiUi + E  ^J p*Cx| ,y5BiCy5Tdy J uv
t . j r-
r i
2 f f uWCx.j ,y5BlCy5Tdy 1 pv 
• j r> V J
C7. 3. 205
rt
Letting
148
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Hj « f p**Cxj ,y3BiCy3Tdy
r.
g j =
I. = Ju*C x :* . yZ>Bv C y}Tdyr
equation C7.3.2CO can be expressed as
»■ . j i . j
C7. 3. 213
Assembling equation C7. 3. 213 for i=l,2,..,n and J=0,l....,k 
C7.3.21D can be expressed in a matrix form as
By imposing the prescribed boundary conditions of the 
problem, equation C7. 3. 223 can be rearranged in such a way 
that a final linear system of algebraic equations is easily 
obtained
where A is, in general, a fully populated and unsymmetric 
matrix of order nk and X is a vector containing all the 
boundary unknowns. The discretized boundary element solution 
can be obtained by solving the system of linear algebraic 
equations C 7. 3. 233 via direct or iterative methods.
7.41 An Interpolation Error Analysis of the Cauchy Mean 
Value Integral.
H U *» G P. C7. 3. 223
A X - b C7. 3. 233
149
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In this section, we will prove the formula C4.2.123 
which is an important tool In section 4.2. Generally, we can 
consider the following Cauchy mean value integral
ICxi) = V FCxD dx
“' a  X - X
where x 6 Ca,b3. The conditions of FCaD =FCbD and GCa^^GCW
are satisfied and therefore, without a loss of generality,
we can assume that x^a.bD.
For the given partitions n <x,> on [a ,b] , we use a
N j
linear approximation to FCx2> where GCxZ)/Cx—xD is considered 
as a weight function. Then the interpolation error can be 
expressed as
«CxD ss 4 dx C7. 4. ID
x-x 
where
uCxD = Cx-x. DCx-x.3 FC x. ,x.,x3 xeC x. ,x.]j-i j j-i j j-i j
J - l  . 2  N.
In order to simplify the notation we rewrite cCx) as follows
X .
J j GCxDCx-x. Xx-xDFCx. , x., x3 -----  dx
, „ ~  * x-x
The main theorem is described below.
Theorem 7.2 With the above notation, if the following 
conditions are satisfied
1. GCxDeC1Ea.bl and FCxDeCaCa,bl .
2. The partition n^Cx> satisfies Lipschitz*s condition as 
follows
IS O
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where h*max h ^ and C is a constant, independent on the 
partition n <x.> ,n j
3. x=x is a grid point,
P
then
h3
ECx3 a «Cx3 ~ E fj| FCx.D f J — dx a oCh*D C7. 4. 23
i  ^ J v V—Vx. X—X
J ~ *
where x.=C x. +X.D/2.
J J-i J
Proof: Let £^>0 and «2>0 satisfy
X + £  = X  .  X ~ £  = X
1  p + q  2  p - q
Then ECxD can be expressed as
s f E  J J Cx-x 
. xj-l
EC xD = | l  -x. DCx-x.DFtx. .x.x] -9$ >9. dx
J ^  J x-x
J > p  +  q
h3 x
r  - ^ d x l
j<p-q * « X ”X J
j>p-i-q
f  f Cx-x. DCx-x.DFCx. ,x.,x3 dx
p-q<j<p*q K .  ** J J-l j x_-
J-i
K 3 x
h " J GC xD----- dxj -  r je  r i F ”Cx3 J
> - q < j < p + q  J - ' x .J-i X 'X
s E + E -*■ E C7. 4. 331 2  3
For the first integral in C7. 4.33, using the Mean Value 
Theorem leads to
1S1
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r E  j ' cx-x
i 'i. _ . _ J 1
E = I l  C — . DCx-xDFC x. ,x.,x3 - ^  dx
j-* j j-* i x _x
j>p + q
h3 x
*  d  FCV  J  ' dx 1j < p-q x-x J
jip+q
xj Cx-x. D C x-x .2)
 ----- i- dxE [ F-Capeca J | J
J < p - q  ' * x . X—XJ-i
j - p + q
h2
X , x—Xj-i
( _ ^h2 J* j , 1 -x j Cx—x. D C x—x.DF"CcOGCcO r4l — --- dx + ---- il-i----- J—  dx]J j U2jx x_,- 2jx x_- J
j>p+q J 1 ,”1
+ 5-4 fFCx.DGCjT? . } - F " C o O G C c o l  f  — 1----- d x l .
1 2  I  J •». J j  J J x ,  X - x  Jj-i J
C7. 4. 4D
Since
j-i
and
T  j Cx-x. DC x-x .3 t» „ -. h . _ nJ   *=*= ~  ’ -h i =x . x-x n= 1 Vx.-x-'
x . x-x n= 1 Vx.—X^
J-i
C7.4.4D can be simplified as
152
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h2 ^  h . - a oo
jip-fq
h .
+ E  a h . D  h2 In j l  J— | . C7.-i.5D
j  < p - q  3 3 x . — X
j > p + q  3
Let. e^-C^b^ with t >0 and C^>0 dependent on the partition*
chosen such that x-«2 is a grid point. Clearly. 1>C4>0 for
a quasi—uniform mesh. Since xeC a , fcO, we can assume that
x-£ >a and x-c =x C p> qD. Let c =x -x. Wi thout 1 oss of
2  2  p - q  1  p t - q
generality, we can also assume that c <£ . Therefore,
2  1
h,/Cx-xb<h ./£ and there exists a constant C >0 such that 
3 i  )  *  2
lE, l£c, ^  E  (h* h» -^-]-C Z  OCh— C7. 4. 6J
j < p - q v  '  2  J * 2  j =  1 *  J
j  > p  +  q
The second integral in C7.4.3D can be rewritten as
Xj
E = r  f Cx-x. 3Cx-x.iFtx, .x .xj -S£~ . dx
1 P-<,«j<P., K i_ t *  i i-. , x_-
By the Mean Value Theorem, we have
E - Z  - i f  t-C1~t'3  fCx. +th-x3GCx, +th.-j5dt
2 p-q<j<p.q 'a x, H-th.-S »-* J J-* Jj-i j
where fCxD * FCx. ,x.,x3 and therefore.
J-i J
^3
E , “E  - g ^ f 1   - f C x  ^  -*-th_^ . - x D G C x _ ; -*-th_ . -xD
i = i •'o X  +th ,—x
p t l  - i p + t
2 “  2  J ... _—  p-i-1 - i P^i p+i-i p-*-i
1 5 3
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q h- - tci-t3 _  fCx+th -x 3
p  -  x l  p -  I t i
. a
- z =
i = l  O Xx+th — xp -  t  + i  , p - i t i
GC x+th . -x . 3dt
p - i t i  p - i t i
<t h3 .-h3 .
= £ ‘p*1 *'P-1-1 f* __££lZ.____   f^G^dt
i = 1 2 -'ox +th ,—x
p + 1  -  1  p * l
£ I W  r1 tei-ta  cr*0._ f-a-3
i = i 2 ox +th -x
P+ L “ 1 pVi
q h3 .
^  | |------------------ ^----- ^ -------1 f G
"  ~  P + i - i  p + x  "  "  p - i  +  l  ” p —i-* - i
f4 f tci-t3____________tCl-t3______ 3
o ~x +th . —x x+th -x '
C7.
where
f+=fCx +th . -x3 G*=GCx . +th -x3
p + x - i  p -t -x  p » x - i  p * t
f~=fC x+th -x 3 G =GC x+th . - X  . 3
p —x-t-4 p —x t - i  p —x-t-i p —x + l
By the condition 2, we have
lh3 . - h3 . I < C h3Cx -x . 3  
1 p + x  p - x - x l 1 2  p + x  p - x + 1
and therefore, there exists C >0 such thata
h p H ~ >V i » «  f1 t C l - O  f-s'dt
2 x -+th . -xp+ x — 1 p+i
h
< - C h 2Cx .-x . 31n|l  p I < 2C h . C7. 43 ptl p-iti ■ — * 3p+t p" - X  . -x
P + x
154
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By the continuity of FCxD and GCxD,
if* ---tC.±.I±r?.---   f ~G_D | <
J r\ v +♦ K —vo x th , x
p t v  — A p + x
< c f  I ----- fx -x .+tCh .-h d 1|
2 J o  X  +th - X  P*1"1 P~V P^V P ~ V  +  A Jl
p+i-i p+i
< C C7. 4.9D
2
In addition. the third integral in C7.4.7D can also 
rewritten as
U -
tci-tD tci-tD . f-G -dt)+th . —x x+th ~x
p + x - i  p n  p  — x +  A p - x + l
Cx-x D-Cx -xD+tCh -h .D
-I tCl-ti --------- Eli^i-------------  ■>-> dt. C7.4.105
■£o Cx +th , — xDCx+th —x D
p + X-1 P+i- p - i f i  p - X + 1
By the condition 2, there exists C^>0 such that
_ i
Cx-x D -Cx -xD = J] Ch , -h , 3
p n + i  p t t - i  p - k + i  p + k - 1
i
< £  C h , Cx , —x , D < C Cx —x , DCx—x D
^  ^ 4  p  —  k + 1  p t k - i  p — k + 4  4  p + x — 1 p - L + i  p - x + i
and therefore. C7. 4. lOD can be simplified as
Jit tCl-tD tCl-tD . f-G -dt+th ,-x x—x , +th
p + i - i  p + x  p - i  +  i  p - x + i
Ji C Cx -x . DC x-x D+thCx . -x D^ C l - t D  9 P+1--1 P-«-+*__________ p - x + i ____________p + x - i  p - x + i  f ~ G ~
o Cx +th .-xDCx+th , —x D
p + x - i  p + x  p - i  +  i  p - x + i
155
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G dt < Cs C7. 4-. 113
Substituting C7. 4. 83 .C7. 4. 93 and C7. 4. 113 into C7. 4.73. we 
obtai n
For the third integral Eg in C7. 4. 33 , the analysis is
similar to E such that 
2
How, substituting C7.4.63, C7.4.123 and C7.4.133 into
C7. 4. 33 results in
ECic3 < OC hS-9T+h*~T3 + OCh2*T3 + OCh2*T3
If we choose 1> t > O , the above equation leads to the 
conclusion or the theorem, namely,
ECx3 = oCh23 a C7. 4.143
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< OCh2*T3 + OCh2*T3 + OCh2*T3 = OCh2*T3 C7. 4. 123
|E3 | < OCh2+T3. C7. 4. 133
156
Chapter Eight 
Append!x II
8.1 Fundamental Equations in Linear Elasticity
In this section. some important equations in linear 
elasticity are presented which can be found in C593.
The differential equations of equilibrium for two
dimensions Cneglecting body forceD can be expressed by
da dr
 * +  ’
dx dy— = O. C8.1.1D
da dr
- r = O C8.1.2Ddy dx
and the compatibility equation is
2 2
f -—  + -—  lco -*■ a D = O C8.1.3D
*■ dx2 dy2 J * y
Equations C8.1. ID—C8. 1. 3D are valid for both plane stress
and plane strain. Let 4> be stress function which is related
to the stress as follows
 T = ° •  T  = a • — - T CQ. 1. 4.Dx dx2 v dxdy xy
and therefore, stress function satisfies
. 2 - O C8.1.SD
dx* dx2 dy2 dy *
Let u and v be displacements in x-direction and y—direction
157
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respectively. In the case of plane stress, we have
= -|r- C a — i>o 5 , C8.1. ©5
dx E x  y
^  - -4- Co- — i>o 5 , C8.1.75dy E y x
£  * £  - 4 -  T • C8.1.8Sdy dx <3 xy
Let p and p be traction on the boundary defined by 
x y
p = o' n + t n C8.1.95
x x x xy y
p = o' n ■+• t n C 8.1.105
y y y *y x
The equations in this section will be solved in following
sections for some simple cases where all examples are plane
stress problems.
8.2 The analytic solution for example 2.3
In the case of example 2.3, the solution of equation
C8.1.55 is the following cubic polynomial
<fi -  P y V e c .  C8. 2 . 15
By C8. 1.45, we have
o' = Py/c, o' =* O , t — O C8.2. 25
x y xy
which satisfy the traction boundary condition. By C8.1.05 — 
C8. 1.85,
^  - -4—  Co - w 5  « L p y  , C8.2.35
vX £ x y cic
~  = —|r- Co - i>o 5 ® Py , C8. 2. 4-5dy E y x Ec
158
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and therefore,
u - ~  Pxy + ^CyD, C8. 2. 55
v =» ~^r- Py2 + f Cx5. C8. 2. 752Ec a
By the symmetry, i.e., uC0,y5=0 Csee figure 2.195, we obtain 
f^Cy5 = O. Differentiating the two sides of C8.2. 55 and 
C8. 2. 75, respectively,
= * px and - f * Cx5. C8.2.85
&y Ec dx 2
Substituting C8. 2. 85 into C8. 2. 55 leads to 
Jr- Px + f' Cx5 = O,
E .C  2
i.e.,
P 2f Cx5 * - x + const. .2 etc
By the boundary condition vCO, 05 *=f ^ C05 =0 Csee figure 2.195.
f Cx5 =-Px2/2Ec. Now, the displacements can be expressed as 
2
u = Pxy C8. 2. Q5
v - -BBS pyx~ 2ST “* C9.B.1W
8.3 The analytic solution of example 2.4
Similar to the discussion in last section, the solution
of equation C8.1.55 is a polynomial of order S. The stress
can be expressed by
3P 9
a = — - Cx2y - %  y35 -*■ P y/c C8.3.15
X .3 3 24c
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°V - -7 ? ‘y^ 1 - V 2
* 4c 
3P
1 . 2  2^_ — Ce — y Dx
*y 4c9
C8. 3. 2D
CQ. 3. 3D
which satisfy equations C8.1.ID—C8.1.3D. By C8.1.8D,C8.1. 9D, 
C8.3.ID—C8.3.3D and boundary condition for traction Csee 
Fig.2. 24D » on the boundary x=L we have
3P
p I = o' I  ---  CL2y - %  y3D -1- P y/c 3  P C8. 3. 4D
X 1 X = L X • x=L .3 J 3  J 2 34c
3P
p I - t  I =   Cc — y DL s P
y 1 x = L. xy * x=L. .3 s4C
C8. 3. SD
On the other boundary, the boundary conditions are satisfied 
because
x = -L
-a I = -PX * x=-L. 3
a  — T  
x=-L xy
= T I “ O 
= c xy ■ y=e
- O' I - -P s P= c y * y=c 1 1 C8. 3. OD
= -T I 
's-c xy *ys-e
0 -O' I- c y ■ y=-<1 y = y ■ y c
Now, we need to solve the equations C8.1.OD—C8.1. 8D for the 
displacement. Substituting C8.3.ID—C8. 3. 3D into C8. 1.6D — 
C8.1.8D, we obtain
&u
ihc.
3P
b( 7 5  c* y  - I  y*3 * ’’s ' *
3Pi
4c
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and therefore,
p p  x y  p  3 p
u ‘ l [  ^ V * 3y-2xy3:>+-!— ) - £( - r / y j
„ , P  y* 3 P  P  ^ , 3 P  4 P  -
I f  1 1 2  1  1  U f 2  2  1  , 2  2 ^  ,  ^ Nv ' * 1  i s ? " ^ H  "  * 1  y " g y  ^ y  J »
C8. 3. 73
By the symmetry, i. e. , uC0,y3=0 Csee figure 2.243, we have 
f 4Cy3sO. Substituting C8. 3. 73 and C8.3. 33 into C8.1.83
results in
* r P  P  x^ - 3 P  3 P  ^ ^ 3 P  %
e ( -  S[ ^  - S(
1 3 P
= =7 — - Cc2 - y23x C8. 3. 83G . 3 4c
Noting condition vC0,03=0 and solving C8.3.83 for f Cx3. we
2
have
3P, , . 4 % P.x2
4c1
and therefore, the displacement can be expressed as
1 r * 3 “ x
f , Cs°  -  I f  - 4 [ - r s  *  C B . a . s i
U - |[ - g[ ^ y ’- ^ i y - P ^ J x  ca. 3 . 1 0 5
_ 1 f P i y  3 P i 2 P 1 1 y f  ^1,. 2 2 1 4S l P 2 2^v - e[ - s r *  - H  - e I y  - ar J
1 3P r 4 3 p x2
+ I  7 ^ 1 ^  + C 2 +V3x*e*^2j - - I g ^  C 8 . 3 . 1 1 3
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8. 4 The formula for stress Intensity factor
For the crack under a mode I loading Csee figure 8.13. 
the displacement can be expressed as C383
2Cl+i>3u =± E
. _ . 1/2 d  rCp - l 3 . 2 8 ,Cr/'2n3 jK^cos^ C -- + sin g- 3
- Cl-k3Cp+13oCrcos£+a3 C8. 4-.4E
2Cl+t>3 „ ^  „ 1/2 _& r Cp-13  2 8  ,
u2 - — ---  Crx&o [ x 2  C" ^ -- ~ 2
Cl-k3C3-p3orsin8 C8. 4. 234h
t  t  t t t
ka*«
-a
► k<r
1 1 1 1 i
Figure 8.1
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where p=C 3-i>3 /C1 +tO in plane stress, and C 3—4tO in plane 
strain and k is a proportion of a in the x direction. 
Therefore, the stress intensity factor for a plane stress 
problem can be calculated by
r,,.* . 1 X 2  U,, . . EC2nZ> a , _ ,K = lim --- 3--------  C8 . 4. 3DI r—> o 4 _i/2
8.5 The analytic solution of example 4.. 1
For the case of the circle under uniform pressure, the
displacement can expressed as £54]
PC*-1Z>u = --- — -- rcosa4(3
PC at—ID .v = -----   rsina4(3
where r is radius and je=C3-iO/Cl +iO for plane stress.
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